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10:05 a.m. 


MR. SILVA: Okay. Good morning, everybody. Why 


don't we get started. 


First of all, thanks to everybody for coming 


out and for providing us your comments. With us this 


morning is my colleague, Nancy Sutley, from the State 


Water Board, and I will do the official introduction. 


This is the time and place for a public 


hearing by the State Water Board regarding the proposed 


water quality control policy. We're developing 


California's Clean Water Act Section 303(d) list. This 


is the second of two public hearings on the draft 


policy. The first public hearing was held on 


January 28, 2004, in Sacramento. 


I am Peter Silva, a member of the State Board 


and today's hearing officer. 


I would like to also introduce the staff who 


are here responsible for the 303(d) list activities and 


will be assisting the Board during this hearing. From 


the division of Water Quality, we have Craig J. Wilson, 


as I think most of you know, Patricia Gouveia, 


Melanie Manuel, and Laura Sharpe, and also chief counsel 




Michael Levy. 


California Water Code Section 1319.3(a) 


requires the State Water Board to develop guidelines 


describing the process by which the State Board and the 


Regional Water Quality Control Boards shall comply with 


the listing requirements of the Clean Water Act Section 


303(d) list. The policy will ultimately establish a 


standardized approach for developing the California 


Section 303 (d) list. 


This hearing is being held to solicit comments 


on the proposed policy's recommended procedures. We're 


evaluating information solicited in support of listing 


or delisting county water bodies for the list. The 


policy addresses prioritization of listed water bodies 


for eventual development and implementation of TMDLs. 


The State Board staff has prepared a final --

a functional equivalent document for the proposed policy 

in compliance with the California Environmental Quality 

Act. The FED presents an analysis of the environmental 

issues and alternatives to be considered by the State 

Board in adopting the proposed policy. 

In today's hearing, the order of procedure 


will be a brief staff presentation, followed by 


testimony from interested parties. If you haven't 


already done so, if you want to speak, please fill out a 




7 

blue card. We will also -- if you'd like, we also want 

to receive written comments regarding the proposed 


policy. 


The hearing will now be conducted in 


accordance with the technical rules of evidence. 


Testimony as reasonably related to the proposed policy 


will be in evidence. Written and oral comments are all 


part of the record. 


At today's proceedings, oral presentations 


will be limited to no more than five minutes. If you 


could, before you begin your testimony, identify 


yourself by name and address for the court reporter. 


And if any of you have any business cards, that would 


also be helpful. 


If the speaker before you has addressed your 


concern, please state your agreement and do not repeat 


the testimony. 


The record will remain open. I want to point 


out that it has been moved back to February 18, 2004. 


It was originally February 11th. Following the close of 


the record, State Board staff will review and respond to 


all comments in writing. Written responses will be 


included in the final FED with a revised policy as 


necessary. 


Staff will make the revised policy available 




to interested parties at least 15 days before 


consideration by the Board. Interested parties should 


notify the date and place of future Board workshops and 


Board meetings where the proposed policy will be 


considered for adoption. 


That concludes my opening statement, and I 


think Craig will give a speech. 


MR. WILSON: Good morning, Mr. Silva, Ms. Sutley. 


My name is Craig J. Wilson. I am chief of the 


TMDL listing unit in the Division of Water Quality of 


the State Water Resources Control Board. 


I would like to begin my presentation with a 


brief overview of the Section 303(d) requirements and 


the process that led to the development of the policy. 


Then I will go, very briefly, into describing the 


documents that are the subject of this hearing. 


Section 303(d) and the accompanying federal 


regulations requires states to regularly identify water 


bodies that cannot achieve applicable water quality 


standards after certain technology-based controls have 


been implemented. 


In complying, California has developed 


successive lists of waters not meeting water quality 


standards by any league since 1976. 


After 1996, public attention increasingly 




focused on an important consequence of the 


Section 303(d) listing, or the development and 


implementation of total maximum daily loads, or TMDLs. 


Simultaneously, public demand for regional 


consistency and transparency in the listing process 


intensified. In response, the Water Code now requires 


the State Board to prepare guidelines for listing and 


delisting of water bodies on the Section 303(d) list. 


These guidelines, contained within the draft 


policy, provide consistent, transparent approaches for 


the identification of water quality limited segments 


using a standard set of tools and principles to evaluate 


data. It also provides for a scientifically defensible 


approach to address the identification of waters on the 


list, and it provides a transparent public process. 


State Board regulations independently require 


that an environmental review equivalent to the 


California Environmental Quality Act, or CEQA document, 


accompany policies proposed for State Board adoption. 


State Board staff has developed a functional 


equivalent document, or FED, that contains, as required 


by those regulations, a brief description of reasonable 


alternatives to and mitigation measures for the proposed 


activity. 


The purpose of the FDT is to present 




alternatives in State Board staff recommendations where 


the policy is to guide the development of the 


Section 303 (d) list. 


The FED identifies eight main issues: First, 


the scope of the policy; second, the structure of the 


Section 303(d) lists; third, the weight of evidence for 


listing and delisting; fourth, listing and delisting 


with single lines of evidence; fifth, listing and 


delisting with multiple lines of evidence; sixth, 


statistical evaluation of numeric water quality data; 


seven, policy implementation; and lastly, the eighth 


point is the TMDL priority ranking and completion 


schedule. 


The 2001 Budget Act supplemental report 


requires the use of a weight of evidence approach in 


developing a policy and criteria that ensures that data 


and information used are accurate and verifiable. 


The FED discusses -- and the draft policy 

contains -- a weight of evidence approach that uses 

single and multiple lines of evidence, alternate data 

analysis procedures, and the option for regions to use 

alternate data exceedance frequencies in establishing 

this list. The FED also recommends approaches for the 

evaluation of numeric data consistent with the 

expression of water quality objectives or promulgated 



criteria. 


Lastly, the FED assesses the potential adverse 


environmental impacts of the proposed policy. 


In conclusion, the intent of the proposed 


policy is to provide the Regional Boards with 


flexibility before listing decisions are made while at 


the same time providing a listing process that is 


consistent, transparent, and based on a standard 


scientifically defensible approach to identify waters 


for this list. 


Should the need arise during the hearing, we 


are prepared to answer any questions you might have 


regarding the policy or the FED. 


This concludes my presentation. If you have 


any questions at this point, I would be happy to answer 


them. Thank you. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you, Greg. 


Again, we have got lots of time. I think we 


have got, like, 16 speakers so far, I think. But I 


would like for you to keep it within five minutes or 


SO. 


And again, if people before you have already 


stated what you wanted to say, please say, "I agree with 


so-and-so." You will have a chance for written comments 


also. 




So with that, what I would like to do is --

the environmental community has asked to go together, so 

why don't we go through the cities first, city and 

county reps, and then we will end with the environmental 

community reps. 

First we have John Pratt. 


MR. PRATT: I'm not used to being first. Thank you 


for the opportunity to speak. My name is John Pratt. 


I'm a City of Bellflower city council member. Thank you 


for the opportunity. 


First, I would like to commend the Board for 


its stated goal to establish a standardized approach for 


developing California's 303(d) list. The development of 


a uniform policy for listing water bodies is an 


important step to improving the validity of listings. 


We do, however, have concerns about the December draft 


policy document. 


As my fellow city council colleague Randy 


Monker (phonetic) noted in 2002, our city is struggling 


to meet its permit requirements. We have already 


shifted thousands of dollars from existing programs and 


transferred employee hours to help cover the costs of 


the permit compliance. 


We are already reducing service levels in 


several areas in order to pay for strong water programs, 




and our staff has projected city expenditures of over 


$2 million over the next several years in order to meet 


the requirements in our permit. We are, therefore, 


mindful of the need to examine the relationship between 


effectiveness and the cost in storm water quality 


regulation. 


We are pleased that during preparation of the 


2002 list, you removed the San Gabriel River for ammonia 


and toxicity and placed the river on the enforceable 


programs list for these pollutants and that you 


clarified that the lists for copper and zinc were for 


dissolved metals only. 


We also agree with your placing the 


San Gabriel River estuary on the monitoring list for 


trash. However, we continue to be concerned that some 


listings from the 1998 303(d) list were simply carried 


forward onto the new list without adequate review and 


explanation. 


Plus, specific pollutants are causing the 


various conditions of pollution noted in the 2002 list 


for the San Gabriel River, including abnormal fish 


histology, algae, high choliform count and toxicity. 


Specific pollutants must be identified before TMDLs can 


be developed. We support the recommendation that these 


conditions or indicators be placed on a separate list 




until specific pollutants are identified. 


We also continue to believe that the State and 


Regional Boards need to apply common sense and look at 


the reality of the San Gabriel River. The portion of 


the San Gabriel that flows along the eastern edge of 


Bellflower is a concrete-lined channel. The Los Angeles 


Regional Water Quality Control Board should review the 


beneficial uses that it does assign to flood control 


channels such as the San Gabriel above the estuary. 


These uses were defined several years ago, and some of 


them may not be applicable. If they are erroneous, we 


may have inappropriate listings of impairment. 


Furthermore, the flows through the low-flow 


channel in the lower reach of the river above the 


estuary during most of the year are discharges of 


treated effluent. If it were not for these flows, the 


San Gabriel River channel would be dry for most of the 


year. Certainly the facts should be considered in any 


evaluation of the beneficial uses and water quality 


standards adopted for the San Gabriel River. 


We disagree with the way the staff has 


structured the 303(d) list in the current draft. The 


enforceable programs list and the TMDLs' completed list 


should remain separate lists, not categories of the 


303 (d) list. The 303 (d) list should be restricted to 




impairments where the pollutants causing the impairments 


are known and where other enforceable programs are not 


in effect. 


Furthermore, the monitoring and planning lists 


should not be lost. Perhaps we should go back to a 


watch list that would incorporate both of these lists 


and more accurately describe the purpose of the list. 


Thank you again for the opportunity to comment 


today on the draft 303(d) list policy. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


MR. PRATT: I have a copy here for the clerk here 

if you would like them. 

MR. SILVA: Desi Alvarez. 

MR. ALVAREZ: Good morning. My name is 

Desi Alvarez, and I am here speaking on behalf of the 


executive advisory committee of the LA County Storm 


Permit. 


I would like to thank you for the opportunity 


to speak to this matter this morning and say that we 


appreciate the Board's recognition of the significant 


level of local interest in this policy and your making 


yourselves available to hold a hearing here in 


Los Angeles County. 


The executive advisory committee of the 


LA Permit believes that past, current, and future 




findings and actions in relation to the 303(d) listing 

and TMDL programs are of significant importance and that 

the Board's efforts to hear and carefully consider input 

on this is both lawful and appropriate. 

In many respects, the local 1998 and 2002 


303(d) listing process appears to border on 


capriciousness due to listings for pollutants that are 


unidentified, such as the toxicity, in the construction 


and demolition of new watch lists. Both listings and 


delistings are based on dubious data and conservative 


water quality objectives, such as extrapolation CPR 


standards. 


We sincerely certainly hope that the final 


document will settle much of the confusion that clouds 


what should be a transparent regulatory process allowing 


our municipal agencies to concentrate on the most 


significant issue of water quality issues. 


We recommend returning to the multi-list 


format that appears in prior drafts and, more 


importantly, was consistent with EPA guidelines and the 


National Academy of Science report to Congress. 


The 1998 and 2002 lists contain impairments 


based on dubious or inadequate data that was quickly 


rescinded or shuffled to other lists, other impairments 


such as toxicity and indicator organization pollutant 




-

groups. We request the monitoring list be reconstituted 


so that specific controllable pollutants may be 


identified prior to TMDL preparation. This will ensure 

the listings will result in solid, predictable actions. 


Periodic reevaluation of contaminant listings 


should be mandatory. New listings should be balanced by 


delistings due to new data and/or objective 


achievements. 


The statistical methods identified in Issue 6 


are probably the most important aspect of this policy 


document. They have the potential to eliminate the 


perception that some listings have been set arbitrarily 


or that delisting is overly onerous and subject to 


political decisions that cannot be rationally 


objectified. 


With this in mind, we courage staff to 


carefully review the descriptions to clarify their 


meaning to the greatest degree and provide additional 


language to clarify any analytical confusion to the 


matrix effect, detection quantification limits, and 


impact of core data about one parameter or another. 


The discussion on trend analysis should be 


expanded to consider trends of meteorological conditions 


such as extended droughts or increasing temperature 


regions which may improve contamination concentrations. 




And the concept of transitioning numeric water 


objectives between adjacent receiving water reaches has 


already risen locally as different coalitions discuss 


this at public forums. 


We recommend that utilization of pool data 


from different receiving water areas will resolve any 


discord and lead to cases where alternative but 


technically equivalent data could independently argue 


for listing and monitoring a new list. So therefore, we 


would encourage that any policy be relied on as 


site-specific data as possible. 


Thank you very much for the opportunity to 


make these comments. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


Next is Carrie Inciong. I apologize for your 

name. That's -- the hardest part about being a hearing 

officer is pronouncing names. 

MS. INCIONG: For the record, that was the right 


pronunciation. 


My name is Carrie Inciong, like you said. I 


am with the LA County Department of Public Works. My 


comments are detailed in a letter that I will be handing 


over to Mr. Wilson after my talk. 


First of all, thank you very much for holding 


a meeting down here in LA. We really appreciate that. 




And let me just jump right in. LA County 

Public Works believes it is necessary to reevaluate 

water quality standards and beneficial uses within the 

reachable basin plans prior to the listing of additional 

waters or initiation of TMDL development of waters 

already listed on the 303(d) list. 

Also, Public Works is in favor of the planning 


list on which waters with some indication of an 


impairment could be placed, as was discussed in the 


July 2003 draft. 


We also support previous comments already made 


regarding the inclusion of the reevaluation of each 


apparent water body on the 2002 303(d) list. 


Also, with regards to the water quality 


limited segment factors section, which states, "For 


sample populations less than ten with three or more 


samples, see the evaluation guideline. The segment 


shall be listed," this statement is inconsistent with 


Table 3.1, and we request that the State Board address 


that inconsistency. 


Also with respect to Section 3.1.2, Public 


Works believes that while dissolved oxygen data may be 


enough to place the water body on the list or may be 


used as secondary data for the 303(b) listing, it is 


inadequate for intricate impairments. 




Also with respect to Section 3.1.10 of the 


proposed policy, the trends in the water quality section 


allow the use of short-term data which may be affected 


by a hydrological condition, such as drought, as opposed 


to actual degradation of the water quality. We believe 


that data from the most recent five to seven years may 


be more appropriate to avoid impacts of such hydrologic 


conditions. 


Section 3.1.11, alternate data evaluation, 


appears to allow the listing of a water body using data 


that would otherwise be considered inappropriate. 


Public Works believes that the inclusion of this 


section, that a listing policy will allow the additional 


waters on the list which are not just a part of the 


impaired, we'd request the deletion of this section. 


Also, with respect to the language in the 


policy which states "relatively unimpacted watersheds" 


and how it relates to recreational uses, we request that 


there be clarification in the document regarding the 


term "relatively unimpacted." 


Section 6.1, we believe that this is 


inconsistent with Section 6.2.5.2, which states that 


only the most recent ten-year period of data and 


information shall be used for listing and delisting 


waters. So we would request that that inconsistency be 




addressed. 


With respect to Section 6.2.5.6, we agree with 


previous comments made by Desi Alvarez regarding the 


pooling of data for the joining segments. 


On Section 6.2.5.7, there is no discussion --
Section 6.2.5.7, by the way, has to do with natural 

sources exclusion. There is no discussion in this 

document of the use of a natural source exclusion to 

delist waters, and we request that you include language 

reflecting that. 

And that concludes my comments. Thanks. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


MS. SUTLEY: I have a question before you leave. 

Just -- you made a comment that you think that the 

alternative data evaluation was appropriate, but we have 

direction from the legislature that we need to look at 

the weight of evidence. And this section, I believe, 

was intended to cover the weight of evidence direction 

from the legislature. Do you have an alternative 

recommendation on how we should address the weight of 

evidence or --
MS. INCIONG: No, we don't. 


MS. SUTLEY: Okay. Thank you. 


MR. SILVA: Heather Merenda. 


MS. MERENDA: My name is Heather Merenda. I am a 




sustainability planner for the City of Santa Clarita. I 

have provided the business card to the --

MR. SILVA: Great. 


MS. MERENDA: First of all, the City of 

Santa Clarita would like to commend the State Water 

Resources Control Board on its phenomenal efforts to 

establish consistency to the 303(d) listing process in 

California, and we appreciate the opportunity to provide 

verbal testimony this morning. 

The City will provide detailed written 


comments on a variety of issues by the written comment 


deadline. These comments and objections revolve around 


the themes of maintaining uniformity in the different 


processes and clarifying language in order to avoid 


confusion by all parties involved. 


However, today be we would like to highlight 


two issues of concern. The first issue is Issue 6(f), 


quantification of the chemical measurements. We would 


like for you to add and recommend a third alternative 


that nondetect should only be interpreted as unknown. 


If you want more sensitive readings, then more 


sensitive data and more sensitive tests should be 


required, even if that is more expensive and it results 


in budget problems for monitoring programs and for 


compliance monitoring programs. The State's standards 




are just too high to assume that pollutants are present 


when they may not be. 


And Issue 7(a), in review of the existing 


Section 303(d) listing process, we would like you to add 


and recommend a third alternative that prior to 


developing a TMDL, the listing data that put the 


pollutant concerned on the 303 (d) list should be 


evaluated with the new criteria. This will help ensure 


unnecessary TMDLs and focus limited resources on 


priority areas, reduce the time period for Regional 


Board and State Board staff from preventing unnecessary 


listings, and help establish quality data that TMDLs are 


involved which will reduce the TMDL timeline. 


Again, we thank you for holding this public 


hearing to give everyone an opportunity to participate 


in developing this process; and by working together, we 


can all end up with a policy that is both protective and 


restorative while providing consistent accuracies to the 


TMDL list. Thank you. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


Next is Clayton Yoshida. 


MR. YOSHIDA: My name is Clayton Yoshida 


representing the City of Los Angeles Bureau of 


Sanitation. Thank you very much for the opportunity to 


submit comments and especially for coming down to this 




region. 


The Bureau is committed to supporting the 


Regional Board. In doing so, we want to emphasize the 


importance of water quality decisions which are both 


scientifically based and statistically based. 


We believe that the policy will improve the 


understanding of the decision-making process and 


consistency among regions of the State. 


However, the Bureau of Sanitation requests 


that a separate list, a monitoring and/or planning list 


be restored to the policy as it was written in the July 


draft. The separate list will contain water bodies that 


have insufficient scientific data to support a listing 


on the 303 (d) list. 


The Bureau also requests that provisions be 


included in the policy to ensure that water bodies on 


this separate list are evaluated in a timely manner. If 


we address the length of time on a separate list and 


also the number of samples required to be collected, the 


list can be a valuable tool for prioritizing our waters 


without delaying cleanup efforts. 


We also request that a separate alternative 


enforceable program be restored to the policy. Waters 


with such alternative programs would be listed 


separately from the 303(d) list, provided that the 




-

enforcement programs are shown to be effective in our 


region. 


A good example is the bay protection cleanup 


program which takes cares of sediments in our bays and 


harbors. Such a program can potentially be a viable 


alternative to the TMDL development in our region. 


We also request that the policy contain a 


requirement to review and revise old 303(d) listings 


based on elements specified in the new policy. We 


recognize that resource limitations may prevent timely 


review of all of the old listings, but we propose an 


application process by which the interested public may 


propose a closer examination of selected water bodies 


that they're interested in. 


We also request that --

MS. SUTLEY: Can I stop you there a second and ask 


you a question about that with respect to that 


proposal? The application, do you want the application 


process during any time or the normal listing cycle? 


MR. YOSHIDA: I would say during the normal listing 


cycle. 


MS. SUTLEY: Thank you. 


MR. YOSHIDA: All right. And also, we request that 


criteria and standards taken from guidance documents 


used in the decision-making process be promulgated in 




-

our basin plan so that the general public may comment on 


the appropriateness of these documents for our region. 


In the past -- in past listings, certain 

studies have been used to make listing decisions, and 

they may -- they may be appropriate for our region, but 

then again they may not be. So we want to be able to 

have the opportunity to comment on those things. 

And finally, we agree with the proposition in 


the policy that pollutants must be identified before 


TMDLs should be developed. 


And that's it. And thank you once again for 


the opportunity to comment. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


James Colston. 


MR. COLSTON: I am James Colston with the Orange 


County Sanitation District. 


I would like to first support the comments of 


the California Association of Sanitation Agencies, both 


the oral comments that were provided and the subsequent 


written comments that will be provided. 


It's very important that there is a 


transparent process for listing and delisting; and to 


the extent that this policy will resolve that issue for 


the State, it's strongly supported by the Orange County 


Sanitation District. 




I wanted t o  speak b r i e f l y  about one i s sue ,  and 

t h a t  i s  the  need f o r  the  planning and monitoring l is ts .  

W e  would l i k e  t o  see t h a t  res tored  t o  the  policy.  My 

own experience with it is  i n  the  Santa Ana region where 

the re  was a l i s t i n g  f o r  unknown tox i c i t y .  And i n  t h i s  

instance,  it resul ted  i n  an e f f o r t  t o  develop TMDLs. 

And i n  one instance,  it w a s  f o r  a po l lu tan t  t h a t  w a s  

l a t e r  determined w a s  not  impairing the  water body. 

And i n  another instance,  it was based on a  

threshold number f o r  a po l lu tan t  t h a t  there  had been no 

water qua l i ty  standard y e t  developed; and y e t  t h i s  

p a r t i c u l a r  po l lu tan t  w a s  ac tua l ly  na tu ra l ly  occurring i n  

the  l oca l  w a t e r  body, bu t  the  threshold had been 

determined i n  a l t e rna t ive  w a t e r  bodies. That resu l t ed  

i n  an enormous expenditure of t i m e  and resources. 

And r e a l l y  what it does i s  it p u l l s  the  TMDL 

process out  of where it belongs, which i s  water qua l i t y  

standards. Water qua l i ty  standards a r e  t he  backbone of 

the  Clean W a t e r  Act; and t o  the  extent  t h a t  the  TMDL 

process i s  removed from t h a t  i n  terms of there  i s n ' t  an 

i den t i f i ed  po l lu tan t  and there  i s n ' t  an es tabl i shed 

criteria f o r  what the  appropriate amount of the  

po l lu tan t  i s  i n  t h a t  w a t e r  body, then the  TMDL process 

i s  going t o  be delayed and take more t i m e  and take more 

money and take more resources. 



And as we all know, there is a great deal of 


TMDLs that need to be done and should be done within the 


State. So I just want to speak to that. My own 


personal experience is why I believe that we should be 


restored to the process and how it will make for a 


better TMDL process and improve, more importantly, the 


water quality standards program for the State. 


MR. LEVY: Mr. Colston, can you clarify which 


waters you're referring to in Santa h a ?  


MR. COLSTON: I am referring to the Newport Bay 


listing for toxicity, unknown toxicity. 


MR. LEVY: Thank you. 


MR. COLSTON: I believe that that list was 


supported by the National Academy of Sciences report to 


Congress. 


So that's it. Do you have questions? 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


Richard Watson. 


MR. WATSON: I have copies of my testimony which I 


can pass out. 


Good morning. My name is Richard Watson. 


Today I am before you representing the Coalition for 


Practical Regulation. I want to thank you, as others 


have, for this opportunity to comment on the draft 


listing policy. 




I would like to make a few general comments 


and review a few policy questions and, finally, make a 


couple of recommendations. 


We, too, would like to commend the State Board 


for making progress in the 303(d) listing process. We 


enthusiastically support the Board's goal of 


standardizing listing procedures. The improvements 


you've made in the 2002 listing process should continue 


to be improved upon. 


The 303(d) listing policy is one of the most 


significant policy positions you will be making this 


year. As other people have stated, when water bodies 


are put on the 303(d) list, that then leads to the 


requirement for TMDLs. 


You will notice the public hearing correctly 


states that the Section 303(d) list must include water 


quality limited segments, associated pollutants, any 


ranking or priority ranking of the waters for the 


purpose of developing TMDLs in the next two years. So 


it's pretty clear that you do have to name the 


pollutants. 


The environmental community often refers to 


the Section 303(d) language as fairly general. We 


recommend that you look carefully at 40 CFR 130.7, which 


provides detailed regulations for implementing 




Section 303 (d) . 

One observation I made about the existing 

list, for some reason in 1998 it became more of a list 

of generally impaired -- a general list of impaired 

water bodies, not really a focused 303(d) list 

consistent with 40 CFR 130.7. 

In listening to the commentary up in 

Sacramento through the Internet, I noted that the 

Regional Board staffs don't want priority ranking and 

schedules linked. This may be appropriate for most 

impaired waters, but it is not appropriate for those 

waters where a pollutant has been identified and a TMDL 

is required. The section I cited requires 

identification of those waters that will be targeted for 

development in the next two years. 

We have reviewed the 2002 list in relation to 


the requirements, the 40 CFR 130.7, and will provide a 


list of these 2002 listings for which pollutants were 


not identified and we think should be removed from the 


list. 


A couple of policy questions, I think, that 


are involved here and have to be addressed in the FED 


document. Really, who makes the policy? What are the 


roles of the State and Regional Boards? Are we to have 


a standardized scientifically-based list, or are the 




Regional Boards and the Regional Board staffs going to 


have the same level of flexibility and the lack of State 


Board oversight that they had prior to the 2002 list? 


Should the 303(d) list be a catch-all compared 


to waters, such as it became in 1998, or a list of 


impaired waters for which pollutants have been 


identified and for which a TMDL is still to be 


developed? And if there is some sort of general 


impaired waters list, what should it be like, and how 


should it be organized? 


And we support the comments that others have 


made, and I won't go into those same comments. 


I would like to make a couple of 


recommendations. We recommend a listing policy 


specified that the 303(d) list should consist of 


impaired water body segments for which the pollutants 


have been identified and a TMDL is still required, 


consistent with 40 CFR 130.7. 


We recommend that previous listings for which 


specific pollutants have not been identified be placed 


on a new pollutant identification list for high priority 


research and monitoring. 


We further recommend that the 2004 listing 


process be focused on preparing an impaired waters list 


that would be part of the California integrated water 




quality report discussed in the July 2003 draft and 


mentioned in Section 6.2.1 of the December draft. 


We recommend a single impaired waters list 


with categories, but our recommendation differs somewhat 


from .the one of staff's. We recommend a California 


impaired waters list containing the following: 


A 303(d) list consisting of water quality 


limited segments for which pollutants have been 


identified and for which TMDLs are still required; 


Secondly, the TMDLs completed list, it lists 


water quality limited segments for which TMDLs have been 


completed; 


Thirdly, the alternative enforceable program 


that we discussed earlier; 


Fourth, the list that I mentioned earlier, the 


pollutant identification list, to consist of water 


quality limited segments previously listed for which 


pollutants were not identified; 


And lastly, a watch list, or if you want to 


call it a planning and monitoring list, consisting of 


segments expected to be water quality limited; but with 


insufficient data information, it placed them on the 


303 (d) list. 


I want to again thank you for allowing us to 


provide these comments, and we will be providing 




detailed written comments for your consideration in the 


FED. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


Blane Frandsen. 


MR. FRANDSEN: Thank you. My name is Blane 


Frandsen, and I am the director for Public Works and 


city engineer for the City of Lawndale, and I support 


the comments of Mr. Watson who previously spoke for the 


EPR crew. 


I have come here today representing the City 


of Lawndale. Lawndale is a two square mile area city 


here in the South Bay area. We are a tributary to the 


Dominguez channel. 


MR. LEVY: Pardon me, sir. Can you speak up a 


little bit louder, or stand closer to the microphone? 


Thank you. 


MR. FRANDSEN: I will note that Lawndale is a small 


city here in the South Bay area of Los Angeles county, 


and we are a tributary to the Dominguez channel. The 


Dominguez channel is a 110 square mile watershed in the 


southern portion of the county. We are a tributary to 


the channel, and that portion is listed on the 303(d) 


list as about Vermont. 


The people of Lawndale and the local 


government share a common desire to improve the water 




quality of our city. We want to be a good neighbor to 


the cities around us, and we recognize the importance of 


controlling pollution from storm water runoff as a part 


of that goal. 


However, we are extremely limited in resources 


and are struggling to comply with the current permit 


requirements, particularly now with regards to the State 


budgetary conditions that are currently befalling us. 


We want to do the right thing, and we want to see that 


meaningful results come from our expenditures. 


We are concerned about the inclusion on the 


303(d) list of generalized listings for specific 


pollutants are not identified. 


We are also concerned that the 303(d) list 


still contains a legacy of historic pollutants, such as 


chlordane in PCP's, which should be handled differently; 


that the planning/monitoring lists were included, as in 


the July draft policy. That would be one possibility 


for observing these legacy pollutants, to see if their 


concentrations and possible adverse effects have been 


reduced through time. It's just not possible at this 


level to make known typically these are not currently 


used. The legacy pollutants should be addressed through 


some other enforceable program, we believe. 


We are also still concerned about the listing 




of the Dominguez channel for high choliform and for a 


high choliform count. The Dominguez channel, you know, 


is not a body contact recreational facility; it is a 


flood control channel where no legal recreational use 


exists. It is unclear as to what, if any, use is being 


impaired. 


We recommend that the 303(d) listing policy 


require reevaluation of water bodies listed on previous 


303(d) lists. Many previous may be inappropriate 


because of inadequate data quantity and quality; 


evidence that natural sources have caused or contributed 


to the impairment; and/or water quality standards upon 


which listings are based are inappropriate. 


We recommend reevaluation of the water bodies 


to ensure that TMDLs are conducted where appropriate and 


necessary. This recommendation is consistent with the 


July 2003 draft policy and assist in prior tracking of 


expenditures of scarce resources. 


We're concerning the two sections of the draft 


policy, trends in water quality and alternate data 


evaluation, may create loopholes for listing water 


bodies that are not based on solid scientific 


evaluations. Trends in water quality may be linked to 


hydrologic conditions such as drought rather than 


increases in pollutants or degradation of water quality 




conditions. 


We encourage the State Board to carefully 


address these concerns and develop a policy that ensures 


objective methods are used to evaluate impairments and 


that 303(d) listings are both scientifically defensible 


and appropriate. 


As I said earlier, the City of Lawndale 


supports reasonable scientific-based controls to 


mitigate pollution through storm water. 


We hope you will consider our comments in 


revising the draft 303(d) listing policy to reflect a 


sound basis in science so we can focus our efforts where 


they will do the most good to clean up the water of 


Lawndale and the Southland cities. 


Thank you. I have written a copy of these 


comments for you. 


MR. SILVA: Great. Thank you. 


Eric Escobar. 


MR. ESCOBAR: Good morning. I am Eric Escobar for 


Shad Rezai, general manager for the City of Inglewood. 


I would just like to express how we feel at 


the City of Inglewood regarding these 303(d) lists. We 


are in full support of comments that have been made so 


far, and we hope that the decisions taken by the 


State Board are something that can help the cities in 




these difficult times so that resources can be invested 


to create solutions that would provide the results that 


we are all looking for. Thank you. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


Heather Lamberson. 


MS. LAMBERSON: Hi. I am Heather Lamberson, and 


today I am representing the LA County Sanitation 


Districts. We are a local waste water entity; and we 


operate 11 waste water treatment plants in Los Angeles 


County, and we discharge to a number of waters that are 


listed for various constituents. 


We have worked with our Regional Board on 


several TMDLs, and we have also been commenting on 


different revisions on the 303(d) list over the past ten 


years. So we feel that we bring both a local 


perspective and hands-on experience to both the listing 


process and the TMDLs that have resulted from that 


listing process. 


Now, we have seen these things in past that 


have been made using a variety of assessment 


methodologies; and these methodologies have applied 


varying degrees of data quality and quantity in addition 


to different types of data, and those types of data 


range from visual observations to one-time studies to 


water quality data from discharge or monitoring 




reports. 


And we just want to emphasize that there is a 


need to balance environmental protection with technical 


scientific integrity, and we feel that this policy goes 


a long way toward achieving that. 


This policy makes significant steps towards 


laying out a methodology to clearly identify the 


beneficial use of being impacted, as well as the 


standards that are to be evaluated. And that's 


something that hasn't always been clear in past listing 


efforts, and we feel that this is especially important 


when it comes to dealing with standards. 


Just some specific comments that we have, we 


feel that in order to get this program on an even 


playing field that the State Board should reevaluate 


existing 303(d) listings to ensure that these listings 


meet the requirements of the new policy. We feel that 


this is really important. We feel if a water body 


couldn't be listed today under the new policy, then it 


shouldn't be on the 303(d) list, regardless of whether 


or not there is new data and information on the water 


body. 


Now, when these listings are evaluated, maybe 


some waters may come off the 303(d) list in cases where 


impairments are undetermined, whether cause of 




impairment is unknown, or in cases where data is 


insufficient in order to determine if an impairment 


exists. And those are some of the reasons why we also 


strongly recommend the establishment of a monitoring 


list. Waters for where there is this type of 


uncertainty should not be on the 303 (d) list. 


One other specific comment that we have 


regarding policy is that we feel it doesn't make sense 


to list a water body for toxicity unless it can be shown 


that the toxicity is significant from a statistical 


perspective, that the toxicity is persistent, and the 


toxicity is associated with an identified pollutant. 


All of these conditions would be required to 


successfully complete a TMDL for toxicity. So 


therefore, we think it makes sense to use a weight of 


evidence approach when evaluating toxicity. So we would 


recommend that a change from using toxicity alone as a 


listing factor, which was proposed as an alternative in 


the functional equivalent document, to only using 


Alternative 3, which is the use of a weight of evidence 


approach. 


One other technical comment that could be 


significant in the implementation of the policy is that 


when considering listing factors such as adverse 


biological response and degradation of biological 




populations, the policy doesn't really provide any 


guidance on how baseline or reference conditions are to 


be established. 


So that's -- as you can imagine, this is going 

to make all the difference on how these evaluations turn 

out, what the baseline and the reference condition is. 

So therefore, we would recommend some additional 

guidance be provided in the policy on how to establish 

these conditions. 

And in closing, we'd just like to commend the 


State Board for all of their hard work. We think that 


you have developed a credible and scientifically-based 


policy, and we support the State Board moving forward 


with the policy. We understand that it's the State 


Board's intent to have the policy in place before the 


next update of the 303(d) list, and we support that 


approach as well. Thank you. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


Mary Jane Foley. 


MS. FOLEY: Thank you. 


Good morning. My name is Mary Jane Foley, and 


I am here today for the Southern California Alliance of 


PODWS, and I have a card so it will help you. I always 


have something for the court reporter. 


Thank you for the opportunity to come and make 




some comments. A lot of our members have already spoken 

this morning. Before I reenforce some of their 

statements in a very brief manner, I want to do a big 

compliment to the staff, to Craig and to his -- the 

people who have worked with him, because all throughout 

this process they have been so accessible, so helpful. 

It has been a real pleasure, and they deserve a whole 

lot of credit. 

So on the policy, the policy is a real 


improvement, as a lot of speakers have said. It's the 


best that has ever existed, in our opinion. We like the 


standardized approach. We like the transparency. We 


like the fact that it requires fact sheets, public 


hearings before the Regional Board which didn't exist in 


the last go-around, and opportunities to comment before 


the State Water Board. 


We believe the one list is problematic. We 

believe that the State Board should go back to including 

on the 303(d) list only those waters that do not attain 

water quality standards due to pollutants for which the 

TMDL is required. 

And the reason the one list is scary is that 


history shows that sometimes in a certain era, everybody 


understands the rules of the game and makes their 


assumptions on how this can work out to be fair and 




practical, and then the rules of the game change. New 


people come in, EPA has a different decision tree that 


they pass down to the State and they say, "No. We're 


not going to do it that way. They're on the list. 


They're on list," and there's no getting off the list. 


And so having experienced that in my lifetime, 


I think that the need for multiple lists or a couple of 


lists is critically important to be able to assure the 


next generation that they don't have to interpret what 


this generation meant. 


And then the comments that have been made on 


the planning list or monitoring list to recognize the 


areas where the impairments were undetermined or there 


was insufficient data, I think it's a very pragmatic way 


to go. Most people really liked the July document, the 


draft document, and I understand how it got changed. 


And I am not going to revisit any of that, but the one 


list, to me, is the number one thing to petition the 


Board to reconsider. 


Also, in our comments, in our written comments 


that will come later, we commend the Board for providing 


a mechanism for the reevaluation of water bodies 


identified in the 303(d) list using the listing policy. 


Once it is approved and we -- I would also --

Clayton, who came up, and some of the other people 



referenced an ability, when a party requests in writing, 

to reevaluate water bodies where they think that they 

were done in -- that the information may be invalid or 

inappropriate. We support that because of the scarce 

resources and because anybody who has done research on 

the 1998 list realizes it was pretty loosely done. And 

it's nobody's fault. It's just the way that guidance 

came down at that particular time from EPA to the 

State. 

And given the lack of resources, given the 

desire to look at priority and priority pollutants, 

priority in where we are going to do these TMDLs, I 

think the ability to have a party -- you know, and the 

burden would be on the party to look at some of that --
is not an unreasonable request. 

So we thank you very much for coming and 


especially for coming to Southern California. And we 


look forward to working with you on it, and we thank you 


for this policy. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


Rodney Anderson. 


MR. ANDERSON: Good morning. My name again is 


Rodney Anderson, and I am representing the City of 


Burbank Public Works. And I, too, want to commend the 


Board and staff for putting this policy together and 




working on this. I think it is a great improvement from 


how the lists have been done in the past. To have a 


transparent policy is going to be very helpful. 


Last year, when the 2002 lists came out, we 

made comments regarding a certain listing of Academy, 

which was the Burbank western channel. And at that 

time, we submitted a number of data points. They all 

were nondetects. And yet because there was no policy --

it was just said that staff pollutants were low, so it 

will continue to be listed. 

Well, with this new policy, it looks like 


it's going to be transparent. We look forward, when 


this policy is implemented, that we can get the 


delistings that we think are justified. So we do 


appreciate that this is being done. 


And at the same time, although we think that 

this policy will be good, we do have a couple of issues 

that we would like to address. Number one -- and it was 

just mentioned by Mary Jane, and I am going to add to 

her comments regarding the reevaluation of some previous 

listings, the 1998 listings. We are disappointed that 

all of those listings will not be reevaluated according 

to this policy. But I think that we recognize that 

performing a TMDL is much more time consuming than 

evaluating a potentially wrong listing. So although it 



would take a lot of time to reevaluate all of the 


listings, it's even more time to do TMDLs for those 


listings. 


However, at the same time, it is the 


likelihood that a number of those listings may be 


justified. We would request that when the State Board 


is requested in writing from a party to reevaluate a 


certain water body that that old listing would be looked 


at. That would allow those listings that we can all 


agree that yes, there is an impairment, there is a 


problem, those would not have to be reevaluated. 


But those where we think that there is a 


problem should be reevaluated, even in the absence of 


new data. The reason for this is some of those 


listings, we believe, were done in a drive-by approach. 


For example, there are some nuisance listings 


for the Burbank western channel: algae, odor, and 


scum. And those that were on the 1998 listing were 


carried to the 2002 lists. It's unclear to us how those 


listings were created and what additional data we can 


even submit to get those delisted. It's unlikely that 


individual observations will be accepted as new data to 


have those reevaluated, even though we believe that's 


how those listings were created in 1998. 


So to ask for new data on some of these 




nuisance listings is very difficult for us, and we know 


that the kind of data that was probably done to get the 


'98 listings won't be accepted now. So we would want 


some of those reevaluated when requested in writing. 


The second issue I would like to talk about is 


the trends in water quality. We disagree that trends in 


water quality should be used as a criterion to list 


water segments that would not otherwise meet conditions 


in the draft listing policy. This criterion includes 


the inclusion of water segments on the 303(d) list in 


the absence of information that water quality objectives 


are exceeded or that beneficial uses are impaired. 


As stated in the FED, there are no widely 


accepted approaches for documenting trends, and the data 


is often difficult to interpret. 


The draft listing policy does describe five 


very general guidelines for determining these trends, 


but those guidelines are somewhat ambiguous and lack 


specific requirements for consistent, statistically 


valid data evaluations. 


For a normal listing with data, there is a 


requirement that 10 percent of samples with a confidence 


level of 90 percent, using binomial distributions, is 


how one gets listed. 


For the trends, it's not clear that -- you may 



have zero exeedances and still get listed. There is no 

concrete guidelines on that. Perhaps specific 

guidelines, such as at least 5 percent have to be -- of 

exeedances, or there is a 25 percent increase in the 

pollutant concentrations over a five-year period, or if 

there is a minute number of samples. The only statement 

is that there are three years, and they have to look at 

some general guidelines. So those criterion are so 

subjective, we feel they need to be nailed down a little 

bit more if trends are to be used at all. 

And that concludes my statements. I 


appreciate again you coming down here and taking the 


time to listen. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


Phyllis Papen. 


MS. PAPEN: Good morning. My name is Phyllis 


Papen, and I am speaking here today on behalf of the 


City of Signal Hill. 


I want to thank the Board for the opportunity 


to comment today. First, I would like to thank the 


State Board and staff for the recent progress on the 


State's 303 (d) list. 


During the preparation of the 2002 303(d) 


list, State Board staff reviewed and analyzed the 


recommendations submitted by the Regional Boards and 




their staffs. This was a good start at scrutinizing the 


technical and scientific support used by the Regional 


Boards for the listing and delisting. 


Further, we strongly support the State Board's 


goal of establishing a standardized approach for 


assigning water bodies to the State's 303 list. 


We endorse the inclusion of requirements for 


data quality and quantity, requirements for consistent 


and statistically valid data evaluations, and 


implementation provisions. The inclusion of such 


requirements would immediately improve the scientific 


merit of a 303 (d) list. 


Further, we strongly support the inclusion of 


a planning/monitoring list. The draft December 2003 


listing policy removed the planning and monitoring list, 


which were in the July draft policy. A planning and 


monitoring list, or a watch list, is important for cases 


where the impairments are undetermined; for example, 


unknown toxicity, cases where data are insufficient to 


determine if an impairment exist, and in cases where 


water quality standards may be inappropriate. 


Water bodies placed on the planning and 


monitoring list would need to be studied further. They 


could be placed on the 303(d) list of impaired or not 


listed as not impaired. Use of a watch list has been 




-
strongly recommended by the National Academy of Sciences 


in its report to Congress, and it would help avoid 


inappropriate listings, unnecessary TMDLs, and unwise 


use of resources. 


The City of Signal Hill is also concerned with 


provisions in the draft policy which will allow listings 


based on pool data. As written in the December draft 


policy, a segment of water body could be placed on the 


303(d) list if just one sample from that segment reaches 


water quality criteria and samples in adjacent segments 


exceeded criteria. We request that the draft policy be 


amended so that each water segment is required to be 


evaluated independently, which is a much more accurate 


indication of actual water conditions. 


Further, to ensure development of TMDLs were 


appropriate and necessary, we specifically request that 


the Board require a reevaluation of each water body 


carried forward from the 1998 303(d) list. Many 


listings from the 1998 303(d) list may be inappropriate 


because of inadequate data quantity or quality, evidence 


that natural sources have caused or contributed to the 


impairment. Water quality standards upon which listings 


are based are inappropriate. This recommendation is 


consistent with the July 2003 draft policy that insists 


on prioritizing water and State and local resources. 




Finally, the City of Signal Hill continues to 


be concerned that the Los Angeles River estuary has 


several listings related to historic use of pesticides 


and lubricants. Among these are chlordane, DVT, lead, 


PCPs, and zinc. These are all listed because of 


presence in sediment. 


Instead of being listed, they should be placed 


on a watch list. It would appear to be impossible to 


establish a traditional TMDL for legacy pollutants no 


longer in use such as chlordane and DVT and PCPs. Some 


other mechanisms should be used to deal with such 


conditions. Such historic pollutants cannot be 


controlled by controlling current discharges. 


We want to also support the comments of the 


Coalition for Practical Regulation given by Richard 


Watson, and thank you for the opportunity to speak 


today. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


Larry McKenney. 


MR. MC KENNEY: My name is Larry McKenney from the 

County of Orange, and I am here representing the Orange 

County Flood Control District in our 34 cities. 

And I hesitate to even suggest that I can add 


to anything. So rather than going through any specific 


comments, I just want to make one suggestion 




specifically to you, the Board members, for your 


thinking as you hear all of these comments and then 


later when you're evaluating what staff does with all of 


this; and that is that these questions of whether there 


should be multiple lists or whether there can be 


subcategories under the list, that's an important 


question, and also the question of the reevaluation 


procedure. 


In my mind, the most important thing to 

remember in looking at how both of those issues get 

worked out is that the 303(d) -- Section 303(d) of the 

Clean Water Act is not intended to be the way that water 

quality gets protected despite the rest of the Clean 

Water Act. It's intended to be one piece of the overall 

program that the Clean Water Act created, and its 

biggest value is in identifying high-priority problems 

and prioritizing the effort to solve them. 

When the implementation of 303(d) results in 


so many water bodies being listed that we have decades 


of backlog, then the system has failed to use it as a 


prioritization tool. So however we resolve the issues 


of the multiple lists or sublists and how existing lists 


are reevaluated, to me the key policy consideration is 


the process has to work as a way of prioritizing the 


highest priority issues. 




Thank you very much for coming. Thanks for 


being here and the staff's excellent work. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


We're done with the cards that we received, so 


what I would like to do is take a quick break and let 


the reporter take a short break for maybe about ten 


minutes or so. We will come back at 10:25 and we will 


reassume. Thank you. 


(Recess.) 

MR. SILVA: Why don't we get started. We did miss 

one of the city reps, Gerald Greene. 

MR. GREENE: I apologize. I didn't want to be 


redundant with the other speakers. Thank you again for 


coming down. 


And I would like to reiterate, like the other 

agency speakers, that finally as to both new issues, I 

wanted to reiterate some of the challenges in dealing 

with analytical chemistry that pops up. Essentially we 

are concerned about how these new rules interact with 

things like CTR, when we have seen past listings based 

on very, very low and unusual hardness levels that 

perhaps -- I'm sorry. I should be clear. CTR listings 

for metals that are interacting with very, very low 

hardness measurements that are essentially atypical and 

require the CTR to be extrapolated beyond what is 



represented in CTR documents at the level of, like, two 


parts her million hardness when the CTR tables stop at 


25. 


Also, in regards to the chemistry issue, there 


are exceptions that pop up. And it's not a perfect 


science, and we are trying to deal with the field issues 


that result in data that's occasionally not what we 


expect. 


Recently we saw dissolved oxygen levels that 


were three times the saturation limit in a water system. 


That implies that there has been a challenge in the 


results that were coming out, how that legal chemistry 


is worked out for us. So we appreciate that the 


Regional Board would take those kinds of analytical 


anomalies essentially into consideration. 


Again, thank you very much, and we appreciate 


your coming down today. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


Robin Rierdan. 


MS. RIERDAN: Hi. My name is Robin Rierdan, and I 


am here because I am a concerned citizen and mother. I 


am new to this process, so I hope you will forgive some 


of the lack of the knowledge that I may have, but I want 


you to know that my comments come from my heart. 


I am here because I am concerned about this 




listing process, and I am concerned about the delisting 


process. It seems that every speaker we've had today is 


really, behind all of their techno-speak and 


bureau-babble, begging for relief from this listing 


process. And I am very concerned about that. 


My understanding of the State Water Regional 


Control Board was that your job was to maintain water 


quality and protect water quality for the people of 


California, for its wildlife, for its children, and for 


all of the people of this state. And when I listen to 


this delisting process, I get concerned that we won't be 


able to protect this water, and nor will we be able to 


improve this water. 


And that's a worry. That's a worry because 


people in this state use this water all of the time. 


Most people know that it's not clean. Most people know 


you shouldn't go near it, and most people know you 


shouldn't touch it, and most people know you shouldn't 


let your children near it. But some people don't. 


I was in -- not Riverside -- Bakersfield this 

summer and watched hundreds of what I suspected were 

poor migrant workers in a river swimming in it on a 

Sunday afternoon when it was so hot. I mean, no one 

should have been in that water. Not a soul should have 

been in that water and not a child should have been in 



that water, but yet they were swimming in that water. 


And I am concerned through this process that the 


water that they were swimming in will never be listed 


and, as a consequence, will never be clean. That is a 


very troublesome thought to me. 


So as you go through this process and you 


listen to all of these cities who feel completely 


overburdened by the costs of cleaning the water and by 


the vagaries of this listing standard or that listing 


standard, I would ask you to remember the children of 


this community and the families that use this water and 


the fishermen who are not smart enough not to eat their 


catch, the people swimming in the bay who don't know 


that swimming near an outfall is not a good thing to do. 


They're there, and they do it all the time. 


I was listening to the gentleman from 

Dominguez Creek saying -- Dominguez channel saying, "I 

don't know why we should even bother with any of these 

channels. There's no beneficial uses." And I thought 

maybe we should create a new beneficial standard that is 

no beneficial use, open sewer, and we don't have to do 

anything with the water in that. But then I remembered 

that that water always ends up in the ocean, somebody 

fishes in it, somebody swims in it. Not a good thing. 

So I guess what I am asking you is as you go 




through this process of listing and delisting, trying to 


decide what to do with the regulatory burden that people 


are saying is being placed on them, I would like you to 


think about this: that if a water body gets delisted, I 


am thinking about printing up 1,000 signs that I am 


going to be putting on water bodies that get delisted, 


and it's going to say, "State Board says this water is 


safe to swim in, fish in, and drink." Because when you 


delist it, I think that's effectively what you are 


telling the people of this state. I don't think that 


would make the public health department happy. I don't 


think it would make the medical community happy. 


And I really think that you are all moral and 


ethical people and understand the great responsibility 


that you carry. So I ask you to think very, very 


carefully as you go through this process and remember 


that you are not here just to represent the cities who 


feel overburdened or the industries that feel 


overburdened; you're here to represent people who really 


don't have the knowledge to speak for themselves, people 


who you'll never see, people who you'll never know. But 


you will know that they are there because they are just 


the faceless, nameless people of California. Thank you. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


Mark Gold. 




MR. GOLD: My name is Dr. Mark Gold. I am the 


executive director of the group Heal The Bay, and we 


have a presentation that should last about half an hour 


or so from the environmental community. 


First off, we would like to say right off the 


bat that we support the testimony given last week by 


members of the pact, and what you are going to get today 


is mostly an overview of our comments and a great deal 


in more specificity will be in the letter submitted by 


the 18th. So I just want to make sure that you got 


that. 


I also wanted to state that we support the 


bulk of EPA's comments that were given last week as 


well. We were very happy to see that we see eye to eye 


with them on most of the issues and concerns that they 


had on the listing and delisting process as well. 


Our goal at Heal The Bay is to see more 


certainty in the listing and delisting process, which 


could be obtained through a more rigorous and better 


document listing process. And we believe that the 


State's effort to date is definitely a start to move in 


that direction, but not even close to where we need to 


go to adequately protect water quality in the State of 


California. 


I am going to go over some of the top issues 




that our organization has. But like I said, it's not a 


complete list in that one of our concerns is that all 


too often the current approach results in sort of an 


approach of when in doubt, take it out, or don't list 


the water body at all. 


And one example that I heard, that this is 


much better than a watch list approach, which will never 


lead to a cleanup, I can't imagine any approach where 


anything on a watch list would actually get cleaned up. 


Looking at the statistical approach that was 


used to list, we believe this needs to be modified. The 


current approach will be failure to list impaired water 


bodies. We understand there needs to be a mechanism 


that allows for uncertainty and variability and error. 


The three levels of safety margins built in to 

ensure clean waters are not listed is the approach 

through the binomial approach. And what you see is --

the result is overcompensation that will lead to a 

failure to list truly impaired waters. 

So, for example, you have 10 percent allowable 


exeedance plus a confidence variable of 90 percent plus 


a null hypothesis that starts with the assumption that 


the water is clean. So you're building on this level of 


uncertainty with the end result being less water quality 


protection. 




So the  overa l l  r e s u l t ,  i f  you s tack them 

together ,  the  sa fe ty  margin, t o  p ro tec t  agains t  l i s t i n g  

clean waters, i s  allowing them more than a 10 percent 

exeedance rate. Instead,  a s  high as a 30 percent 

exeedance r a t e  i s  allowed on -- and even with a very 

robust  sample s i z e  of 100, the  allowable exeedance r a t e  

i s  a s  high a s  15 percent. So t h a t  i s  a major problem. 

W e  s trongly urge the  Board t o  cor rec t  t h i s  

problem. F i r s t  and foremost, i f  the  binomial approach 

i s  used, the  setup,  the  model should be changed t o  

ensure the  pol luted waters a r e  l i s t e d .  In  other  words, 

f l i p  t he  n u l l  hypothesis t o  ensure with a confidence 

l i m i t  t h a t  the water body i s  clean before deciding not 

t o  l i s t ,  not the  other  way around a s  it i s  r i g h t  now. 

Another a l t e rna t ive  t h a t  might be looked a t  i s  

t o  consider using a simpler approach t h a t  doesn ' t  assume 

a 10 percent exeedance rate i n  order t o  counter f o r  

v a r i a b i l i t y ,  uncertainty,  and e r r o r .  

For example, a simple T test i n  which the  

amino samples compared t o  the  standard with a ce r t a in  

confidence l i m i t  can be used and would account f o r  

v a r i a b i l i t y ,  uncertainty,  and e r r o r .  

And the s o r t s  of questions t h a t  would be asked 

i n  t h a t  s t a t i s t i c a l  approach i s  d id  t h i s  group of 

samples exceed the  standard with X confidence? O r  



flipping it around, did this group of samples meet the 


standards with X confidence? So that's a different 


approach that doesn't saddle you with the arbitrary 


10 percent as you have right now. 


On the second major area, that is the 

requirement that the pollutant or pollutants that cause, 

observe toxicity or another biological response must be 

identified before a water body can be listed or a TMDL 

can be developed, this must be removed from the 

document. The requirement will totally create a 

backstop on cleaning up the most polluted waters in 

California. 

The overall result of this requirement will be 


that water bodies exhibiting the most severe impact such 


as toxicity, adverse biological response, and 


degradation of biological population communities will be 


difficult, if not absolutely impossible, to lift because 


the pollutants that are causing these impacts must be 


identified. And as we all know, it's not that easy to 


do that. In addition, water bodies already listed for 


this may be delisted, which is a major concern. 


This cause and effect link typically cannot be 


established through simple or standardized tests. 


Instead, special studies are required. The listing 


policy is shifting the burden of establishing absolute 




cause to the State Regional Boards. 


The end result of this policy will be that 


water bodies shown to have exceed numeric standards 


through chemical analysis will be easier to list than 


those water bodies that are exhibiting more severe 


impacts, which are often caused by low levels of 


multiple pollutants. 


The trend at the federal level on regulation 


and research is to focus on biological effects and 


impacts, because the whole point is to protect our water 


resources, yet this listing policy is leading California 


in the exact opposite direction. 


One thing, I think, that's very critical to 


point out is that this exact debate has occurred for the 


last 25 years on the whole 301(h) waiver issue, and that 


argument made by the dischargers has lost time and time 


again where if there is impairment, then you must indeed 


upgrade your facilities. That is what you have seen in 


301(h), and that has worked quite well, I think, for the 


State of California. 


On the third major point, delisting policy 


must establish basic minimum requirements as provided 


for in the listing policy and must provide much more 


certainty than there is today. So we recommend a policy 


clearly that includes the following: 




A minimum of three years or more new data must 


be used in the evaluation for delisting; 


Data must be representing conditions that 


occurred in the water body during the sample period; 


To be represented, the following must be 


considered: sampling frequency, temple of distribution 


of samples, and more. 


Critical conditions -- this is very 

important -- must be sampled, and this includes a 

representative number of wet weather samples during 

varying levels of storm duration intently. You can 

imagine an approach that doesn't look at critical 

conditions that would lead you to the wrong outcome. 

Also, the policy related to small sample size 


must be modified as well. The number of samples that 


exceed a standard threshold for small sample size is not 


acceptable, and in most cases 25, 30 percent. This will 


result in a failure to list many impaired water bodies. 


So our recommendation in this particular case 


is best professional judgment. You must consider the 


number of exeedances and exeedance rates. If there are 


only three samples but all three exceed, then indeed 


that should be listed. Also, the magnitude of these 


exeedances and the severity of the measure you are 


actually evaluating, toxicity versus a potential 




. 

pollutant. 


So one example, of course, is a fish kill. If 

there is a fish kill and it occurs, obviously that's the 

sort -- and it occurs on a periodic basis -- that's the 

sort of water body that should be listed, even if there 

are small sample sizes. 

All right. Since we do spend a lot of time on 


the area of bacteria, we do want to talk a little bit on 


the delisting policy for bacteria in water. And the key 


thing here is really the reference approach needs to 


apply to both listing and delisting. There is a big 


problem with the existing language that's inconsistent. 


For example, let's say a beach is monitored 


daily during the AB411 time frame for six months. 


Approximately 180 samples would be collected. According 


to Table 4.1, 12 samples could exceed on the standards, 


which means 12 postings or 12 closures, yet the water 


body could be delisted. 


Then, based on the listing provisions, it 


would immediately be listed again for Santa Monica bay 


beaches where the reference location requirement is zero 


days. So it just doesn't make sense. The key thing 


here is that you need to be consistent in only having a 


reference-based approach on listing in this particular 


circumstance. And if you can't use the approach, the 




one that was given, the arbitrary 10 percent and 


4 percent, is based on data for a five-week period. So 


it's certainly not enough to make a regulatory decision. 


And then lastly, because I know I have gone 


way too long, is that if there is an enforcement 


program, then the pollutant can't be listed on the 


303 (d) list. So that's throughout the document, and 


it's very, very confusing in a lot of places. Instead, 


it gets put on the enforcement list. 


And there are specific examples that talk 


about trash that are most troubling, as anything else. 


If you have local anti-littering ordinances, for 


example, one can interpret that there is no way that 


body would be 303(d) listed, regardless of whether or 


not there is severe water quality impairment. 


And to even take a step further, there would 

be no listing if there is any mechanism for enforcement. 

So, for example, if you have an MS-4 permit that 

requires cleaning and street sweeping, since that is an 

enforceable program and you have that NTS permit for 

that, this would ensure that no urban receiving waters 

would get listed for trash. Clearly, this can't be the 

intent of the State Water Resources Control Board in why 

you have strongly upheld the trash TMDL impact at times. 

And honestly, trash is a major, major impairment issue. 



And then on spatial and temporal guidelines, 


the current ones are completely nonsensical. Right now 


it says if you have two samples that are collected 


within 200 meters of each other, it would be considered 


the same station. And this is really not protective. 


If you look at the example of beaches where you have a 


storm drain and then 200 meters away you have open 


beach, and if you combine those together, basically you 


would be eliminating many of the violations right in 


front of the flowing storm drain and the actual 


pollution source. 


The other thing is that most MPDS permit 


programs are set up where you have the outfall and 


you're looking at water quality impact as well as the 


outfall and below the outfall. And if you were to 


combine those together, that just makes no sense. 


And the same sort of approach occurs for 

spatial distribution where if you collected samples 

within the same week -- basically they were saying 

combine them -- then you can imagine for storm water how 

ridiculous that would be and for beach water quality how 

silly that would be as well. 

With that I would like to pass it forward to 


Sujatha from Environment California. Thank you. 


MS. JAHAGIRDAR: Thank you. My name is Sujatha 




Jahagirdar. I work with Environment California, and I 


would just like to take a few minutes to focus on some 


of the real world impacts of this proposed guidance 


policy. I will focus on a lot of the technical issues, 


but I want to just bring it down to a concrete level and 


talk about specific waterways that we believe are in 


danger of dropping off the 303(d) list if this process 


goes forward. 


So the questions that I would like to ask are 


what types of waterways would never have been listed in 


the first place if this policy were to be adopted as it 


is today? 


And the second question is what types of 


waterways will drop off the list if this current 


criteria is applied to waterways that are already on the 


303(d) list? 


And the answer to those questions is that the 


impact will be that real waterways that are part of 


communities that are part of the fabric of this state 


that people fish in, swim in, and reply upon to escape 


the hustle and bustle of their daily lives will never be 


cleaned up. 


And specifically I would like to talk about a 


few examples. The first is San Antonio Creek. And 


San Antonio Creek is a small little waterway that runs 




through the  center  of O j a i  i n  Ventura County, and i t ' s  a 

beau t i fu l  creek. There i s  a park around it i n  Ojai  

i t s e l f ,  and then a s  it e x i t s  the  c i t y ,  it runs i n t o  

ag r i cu l tu ra l  land where it runs through orchards of 

avocado trees and orange trees, and i t ' s  seen a s  cen t r a l  

t o  the  i d e n t i t y  of t h i s  p a r t  of Ventura County so much 

so t h a t  the  Ventura Stream Team adopted t h i s  creek as a 

waterway t h a t  they want t o  go ahead and pro tec t .  

And they wanted t o  p ro tec t  it not  only f o r  i t s  

ae s the t i c  value and a s  a place of refuge f o r  t he  

community, but  a l so  because i t ' s  home t o  the  unarmored 

three  spike st ickleback, which i s  an endangered species 

t h a t  w a s  put  on the  federa l  endangered species l i s t  i n  

1970. 

And so through the  t e s t i n g  t h a t  the  Ventura 

Stream Team d id ,  they w e r e  able t o  iden t i fy  n i t r a t e  as a 

contaminant i n  the  waterway. And what n i t r a t e  does 

i s  -- i t ' s  a product of -- it ends up i n  waterways 

mostly through runoff from agr icu l tu ra l  lands. 

And when i t ' s  i n  w a t e r ,  what it does i s  it 

encourages the growth of algae.  And when you have l o t s  

of a lgae growing i n  a waterway, you have a l o t  of 

bac t e r i a  t h a t  feed on the  algae which then suck ou t  the  

oxygen from the waterway. And so i n  e f f e c t  what you do 

when you have a l o t  of n i t r a t e  i n  a waterway i s  



suffocate the wildlife that are actually present in the 


waterway and threaten species like the unarmored three 


spike stickleback. 


So nitrate is a huge problem, and the Ventura 


Stream Team identified that nitrate was a problem in 


much greater than 10 percent of the threshold that were 


originally put on the list. In fact, they found that 


4 out of 23 samples demonstrated elevated levels of 


nitrate above water quality standards. 


Unfortunately, however -- and the Los Angeles 

Regional Water Quality Board acted upon this data and 

consequently put this waterway on the list. 

Unfortunately, with this current policy, you would now 

need 5 of the 23 samples to have listed this waterway in 

the first place. So San Antonio Creek is the type of 

waterway that we may see never put on a list in the 

future or may be threatened if the suggestion from the 

earlier speakers are taken to reevaluate the list 

immediately and take out waterways that don't meet the 

policy. 

The second waterway I would like to highlight 


is the San Gabriel River, its listing for zinc. The 


San Gabriel River runs through East Los Angeles. It's 


one of the few common threads that we have of this 


massive sprawling county that actually ties together 




dozens and dozens of cities and communities. 


And the San Gabriel River, unlike the 

Los Angeles River, actually is aesthetically and 

culturally a resource because it hasn't been completely 

channelized. So you a lot of soft bottom areas of this 

waterway already, and we have seen a massive -- in 

recent years, a massive movement to revitalize the river 

even more. 

So at the federal level you -- Congresswoman 

Hilda Felice (phonetic) just got a law passed that would 

study the river for the possibility of it becoming a 

national park. And also, various communities are going 

forward with initiatives to put pocket parks along the 

river with the ultimate vision being to create a 

greenway throughout the entire region of Los Angeles 

around this waterway. 

And so again, because it's such a community 


resource, volunteers went ahead and sampled the waterway 


for contamination and found elevated levels of zinc. 


They found 4 out of 26 samples contained zinc at 


dangerous levels. And zinc is a toxin. It poisons 


aquatic wildlife. 


And, unfortunately, though, under this 

particular -- under the proposed guidance policy, you 

would need six samples of zinc exeedances to meet the 



requirements of the binomial approach. So again, we 


have an example of a waterway that is clearly 


contaminated, has a lot of community investment, yet it 


would never have been put on the list to get cleaned up 


in the first place and is in danger of falling off the 


list if the suggested revisions are implemented. 


And then finally, the last waterway I would 

like to highlight -- and I would like to also emphasize 

that these are just poster children that we were able to 

pull out from just a quick perusal of the list. I don't 

pretend to be a techie. We believe that there are 

dozens and dozens and dozens of more waterways that are 

at risk, but I thought it was important to highlight 

what we were able to pull out just by a cursory glance. 

And the third and final waterway that I'd like 

to talk about is Coyote Creek. And Coyote Creek for me 

anyway, when I was looking at these waterways -- and 

it's as much an issue of protecting specific wildlife 

and habitat, but it's more an issue of the community and 

the resources that it has invested in this waterway. 

Coyote Creek runs in the northern part of 


Orange County, and it's a major part of the local 


economic fabric. It actually supplies water and is part 


of the aesthetic environment of one of the most famous 


golf courses in Southern California. It was a golf 




course designed by Jack Nicklaus, and it's a major part 


of the local economy. 


This facility is largely dependent on 


maintaining a beautiful, aesthetically-pleasing, clean 


waterway that runs through it, and Coyote Creek was 


listed under the 2002 process for selenium contamination 


with 5 samples out of 26 exceeding. Unfortunately, if 


they were under the proposed policy, you would have 


needed 6 samples to list it. 


So again, Coyote Creek would never have been 


on this list, and selenium would never have been 


identified as a problem, and you would have a selenium 


contaminated waterway running through one of the 


region's most famous golf courses. 


So in closing, I would just like to emphasize 


that when we're talking about this policy, what we 


really are talking about are very concrete waterways 


that are in jeopardy of falling off the 303(d) list. 


And what this means is a very real impact to communities 


and to the local economy, and I would urge you to look 


with great care at the suggestions of my colleagues in 


making your final determinations. Thanks. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


And I would request that you keep it closer to 


five minutes. Most of you have been going about ten or 




so. If you have similar comments, just say you agree 


with the comments. 


MR. WILSON: Thank you. My name is Rick Wilson. I 


am the coastal management coordinator with the Surfrider 


Foundation national headquarters in San Clemente. 


Surfrider believes that the proposed policy is 


not consistent with the use of the precautionary 


principle. In fact, it's almost the reverse. As was 


stated before, it seems like the way that it's worded in 


several places is to when in doubt, throw out the data. 


You know, when in doubt, don't list or delist. And it 


also seems to encourage not testing, dischargers not 


testing. Because if they don't have enough data, the 


criteria and the policy won't allow a waterway to be 


listed, or it would cause a waterway to be delisted. 


Specifically, one of the instances that we're 


concerned about is the requirement for five exceedances 


to list a water body, and we believe there are several 


instances when the existing data, even though it's not a 


lot of data, clearly indicates that there is a problem, 


and the water body would not be listed. 


There are places where the data -- there are 

literally 100 percent of the data, three or four 

samples, show exeedances and the water body would not be 

listed. It does not allow for what Mark Gold referred 



to as best professional judgment to be used in listing 


such water bodies. 


Just one example of a water body that might be 


the case is Dana Point Harbor. Dana Point Harbor is 


currently listed for copper, but there is very limited 


data. 


However, it's clear to us -- and I think 

anybody who looks at the situation and there is a reason 

that it's reasonable to be listed, it's very well known 

that copper is a major problem causing contamination in 

harbors and marinas. And so to not list Dana Point 

Harbor for copper would not make sense. It would not be 

consistent with the precautionary principle, and it 

would not be consistent with best professional judgment. 

The only other comment I wanted to make had to 


do with the toxicity. We are strongly in favor of 


keeping the requirement to list bodies due to toxicity 


testing exeedances, even in cases where a pollutant is 


not identified. 


There are clearly cases where there are fish 


deals where there are high mortality and toxicity 


testing where there is a problem with a water body and 


it should be tested. That doesn't preclude, and it 


should include additional testing to identify the 


pollutant, but that doesn't mean that the body should 




not be listed for toxicity. So we encourage you to keep 


that requirement in the listing procedures. 


Thank you. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


MS. SOLMEN: Hello. Thank you for the opportunity 


to speak with you today on this important issue. My 


name is Gabriel Solmen. I am an associate attorney at 


San Diego Baykeeper, and San Diego Baykeeper is a 


nonprofit organization committed to water quality 


protection throughout the State. Our purpose is to 


preserve, enhance, and protect the state's coastal 


estuaries, wetlands, bays, and other waterways from 


illegal dumping, toxic discharges, and habitat 


degradation. 


And as a San Diego resident and a clean water 


advocate, I am concerned about this draft guidance. We 


have worked hard through San Diego Baykeeper to work 


with regulators and the community to identify these 


impaired waters, and we are making great strides through 


the TMDL programs to clean up these areas. 


And my concern, like those before me, is that 


some of these current waters would not have been listed 


under this draft policy. And I will just give you a few 


examples from Region 9 for that. 


One, as we have just mentioned, Dana Point 




Harbor is listed for copper. And the problem there is 


that the sampling that was done was done during a storm 


event. But even though we know that the copper is 


coming from the boat hauls and it's becoming persistent 


in the harbor, because the samples were done during a 


storm event, they would not be looked at for the draft 


guidance. And so if the source of the problem is clear 


and ongoing, as it is in so many harbors and marinas, 


why should the timing of the sampling that was done 


prevent the harbor from being listed? 


Second is the San Louis River, which was 


listed for cordite. And over four years, the river was 


sampled 31 times with 21 exeedances, which is severe. 


But under the draft guidelines, the river would be 


clearly listed if all of these samples were done at the 


same time. But since they were done over four years, 


three samples here, four samples there, it becomes 


unclear whether you can accumulate over the years. The 


draft guidelines are silent. I can't find any clear 


guidance there. 


And if you look just on the San Louis River 


until the last year of the data, four samples were 


taken, and all four exceeded the standard. Clearly 


something has gone on there; but under the draft 


guidelines, the river would not be listed. 




And then I will just tell you about 


Lake Hodges, which is currently listed for pollar 


(phonetic). And again, you have the same issue. 


Although the lake has 100 percent exeedances every time 


it's measured, at least from '98 to 2000, it would not 


listed under the draft guidelines. And the problem 


there again is the sample sizes are too small to be 


counted under the binomial model. So even though we 


know that there is a consistent problem there, it would 


not have been listed. 


So I just offered these examples as evidence 


that the draft guidance policy doesn't always track 


common sense or real life experience, and I urge you to 


remove the confusion and rigidity from the language in 


the draft guidelines. Thank you. 


MS. SUTLEY: I have a question before you step 


down. Under 3.1.11, the alternative data evaluation, do 


you have a comment on whether that would overcome some 


of the issues you and some of the previous speakers have 


raised, or do you have any comment on that section? 


MS. SOLMEN: Yeah. Absolutely. And perhaps I am 

not the best person to speak to this, and I think that 

other speakers can comment on this, but one thing is 

that the requirements for the ADE are relatively 

unclear. And I think that for some of the requirements, 



we get into problems with the binomial model. So I 


don't think that it's a complete solution. 


MR. PARADIS: I am Dave Paradis. I think I will 


change things around a little bit and tell you where she 


left off. Let's talk for a moment about the 


relationship between the binomial approach, a one-size 


fits-all hypothesis test. Okay? Science doesn't always 


rely upon hypothesis testing to make decisions. Quite 


frequently you need multiple lines of evidence. We 


heard one earlier that dissolved oxygen alone was 


inappropriate from making a nutrient determination. 


If we looked at Table 3.1 in the sample counts 


here, your statewide monitoring program is making 


wonderful progress on standardizing quality assurance 


and on standardizing methods for the first time in the 


State of California, but it does not have the resources 


to come anywhere near the sample counts in Table 3.1. 


Typically they measure conventional water 


quality once a month, typically toxics and metals and 


the like, and toxicity, if measured at all, takes place 


once or twice a year. So normally we could take a year 


of sampling, have a few months of having nitrate, high 


phosphate, high chlorophyll, load me up, I may never 


meet these sampling requirements. 


So I go over to the next procedure, which is 




Section 3.1.11, and I begin to try to use this as the 


way to use scientific knowledge that any scientist would 


look at. But I get to this, and it says at a minimum 


the justification must demonstrate, and then I get to 


that measurements can be analyzed using a scientifically 


defensible procedure that provides an equivalent level 


of confidence as the listing factors in Section 3.1 and 


tests the null hypothesis that water quality standards 


are attained. 


Quite frankly, I didn't come here -- I came 

here because I wasn't testing a hypothesis, and I have 

been precluded from using the alternative data section 

because it requires me to test a hypothesis when I have 

five or six different things that are telling me that 

this water is impaired such as high nitrate, high 

phosphate, high chlorophyll, and there are dying fish 

gasping for a breath. 

I am not in this to test a hypothesis. 


Particularly, I have real world examples where that 


condition actually exists and there are five or six 


other streams where we have already seen those things, 


but I am unable to list this water body because I am 


unable to apply the multiple lines of supporting 


evidence. 


Again, in the alternative data analysis, that 




kind of demonstration is one of the principal reasons 

you find Regional Boards themselves who have to use this 

information, raising objections about this policy. 

There needs to be -- while I hear the regulator 

community say they feel that this is nebulous, I think 

that Regional Board staff and the environmental 

community feel as though there must be room for more 

scientific method on this thing. Hypothesis testing is 

not the only science applied to water quality. 

In another less technical area, we hear talk 


of multiple lists. I think that most of us in the 


environmental community feel as though this draft of the 


policy is much improved over the previous one because 


there are less lists. 


In fact, there are two lists, one on which 

largely goes unnoticed. The Clean Water Act requires 

that you make a 305(b) list and a 303(d) list. Nobody 

in this room is talking about 305 (b). 305 (b) is 

effectively this planning list, this watch list. The 

downside of trying to create each of these other lists 

is that Regional Board staff time has to be spent 

jumping through administrative hoops to prove a program 

is enforceable or to establish yet more criteria. The 

fact is 305(b), the statewide water quality assessment, 

is required. 



Establishing a planning list or a monitoring 


list in particular, we have SWAMP that is working 


statewide. It's an amnio monitoring program encouraged 


by the legislature to be established and so forth. That 


program has very finite resources. It can't be an amnio 


monitoring program and effectively cover the State of 


California if it is redirected whenever someone finds a 


problem. 


If there were no monitoring list, you might 


more aptly title it the Section 5267 list, because it's 


the only place you're going to get the resources to get 


the sample counts. I don't think the dischargers would 


find that pleasant, and I don't think it's 


scientifically necessary to do things like collect 500 


samples, for example, of nitrate in a stream. You don't 


need anywhere near those sample counts to understand 


what is going on in the water. 


In this other area that we have heard some 


comments on today regarding necessity of identifying the 


specific pollutant associated with toxicity, I can 


appreciate some of the regulated community's concerns 


because that specific pollutant may have economic 


consequences for them. But there is another side of the 


coin, and this policy must work on a statewide level. 


I have been working on the AG waiver program 




and have made some new friends, and I happened to have 

met a fifth generation family farmer up in the Salinas 

Valley who cares about water quality. This policy says 

if that water in the stream is toxic, he's got to -- you 

know, somebody has got to ID the pollutant, most likely 

him because there is no money within the State to do it. 

So that means he will have conduct TIES, 


toxicity identification evaluations. These things cost 


about 4 grand a piece. So if you want to do two or 


three of them, make sure you're right. So at $12,000, 


you're committed to identifying the specific pollutant. 


Well, thank God this policy wasn't in effect 


last year. He put a retention basin in. It doesn't 


even reach the stream anymore, and he dug a really 


good-sized hole for 11 grand. This policy is going to 


make him standard in a lab instead of on the ground. 


That kind of breach of common sense and the 


absence for the flexibility of the Regional Boards to 


apply that common sense still does exist in this 


document. I understand it's a difficult process to 


serve the needs of the entire state and the needs of the 


dischargers and the water quality, but you have to take 


into consideration those kinds of economic realities as 


well. 


I guess in closing, just maybe one more 




concluding remark regarding the binomial approach. I 


have seen these bottled waters here. Let's say 


Company A does testing on that bottled water there. And 


they test the water, and when they're 90 percent sure 


it's clean, they put the cap on it and give it to you 


drink. 


Company B over here tests the water, and if 


they're not 90 percent certain that it's toxic, they put 


the water in the bottle and put the cap on it and give 


it to you to drink. The policy and its use of the 


binomial as written is a Company B approach. 


In closing, I hope that you will remember and 


really put some thought into the Regional Board staff 


comments that nine Regional Board TMDLs have had 


problems with this. As some of you heard at the last 


workshop, the United States Environmental Protection 


Agency has some problems with this. 


From a practical standpoint, if the workers on 


the ground have trouble and if the people who are 


ultimately going to approve or disapprove of the list 


have trouble, those things really ought to be reconciled 


before a final draft can be done here. Presently the 


EPA will make its own policy if this policy isn't set up 


in a fashion that's acceptable to them. 


So these entire several years that we have 




spent may well end up for naught unless the Board finds 


a way to make this policy consistent with the EPA and 


the Regional Board staff. Thank you very much. 


MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


MR. EVERETT: Conner Everett, executive director of 


the Southern California Watershed Alliance. 


I would like first to thank you and staff for 


all of the efforts that have gone into this process, for 


we have worked to try to achieve a consensus. I realize 


here that we have brought up a lot of issues we have. 


would really commend the effort that has got us to this 


point and say that we're not just saying what is wrong 


with this process but specific areas that we think can 


be improved and that we will come up with alternatives, 


and I thank you for extending the time for that as a 


group. 


I also want to thank people who came with some 


very specific Southern California perspectives. You 


know, we have potentially five Regional Water Control 


Boards that influence this area in Southern California, 


and I'd add that we have a very different set of 


circumstances than other areas. 


However, as I appreciate Robin Rierdan's 


comments who comes from the inland area of the San Diego 


River, our rivers and creeks, even when they are 


I 



channelized, especially when they have soft bottoms, are 


used by children. I have been fishing in the LA River. 


When I was a child, I caught salmon and steelhead, not 


as my grandfather did in all of the rivers of Southern 


California, but they were still remaining in rivers all 


the way down to the Mexican border. It's not like 


everything is beyond saving at this point. 


The mention of Ojai where I was present at the 


Ojai Basin Groundwater Agency and the San Antonio Creek, 


which runs right through the center of town and a park 


was built around it, most notably for its tennis 


tournament, once had a cow get stuck right in the tunnel 


of what's underneath town. That built up all kinds of 


problems obviously, and since then they have a detention 


basin upstream to try and deal with that. I just wanted 


to point out that there are some practical points here. 


There are also some very proactive solutions 

to some of these programs. I live in Santa Monica which 

has its dry weather storm water treatment plan built as 

an art project right next to the Santa Monica pier which 

captures what was the runoff which created a pollution 

hot spot for children playing in the water and the 

lagoon just short of the Santa Monica muscle beach area 

and the ocean. That is now cleaned up. That water is 

used for -- and it's kind of a process that you can walk 



through and see it. It's used for irrigation, and it 


keeps the water clean at the beach. 


These kinds of proactive approaches need to be 


used by the cities of the dischargers rather than 


spending the time which, we feel, is asking to go back. 


We hope you're not going back to the '98 listing. We 


hope that at this point we're going to go forward with 


this process and really make it work for everybody 


across the area. 


I have heard certainly of the precautionary 

principle which was brought up. I notice there are 

three consensus items on page 5 of the document that 

talk about the issue of transparency, but also to do 

active outreach in diverse geographic areas. They are 

very much apparent in Southern California, especially 

across the urban areas where the value of park land --

and if it isn't existing park land, people are getting 

into these streams and rivers as they did in 17 lakes 

many years ago and using any available water, whether 

that water is considered drinking water or not. 

So I think, really, the stakes are too high 


not to consider the pollutants here. I am sure we have 


many questions, including some of the legalities. I do 


not want to say we haven't appreciated all of the time 


and effort of those of us that were on the pact and 




worked on this. 


We are looking at specific issues like the 


alternative data evaluation and are we going to have two 


tracks available within these areas and the LA River? 


Is water chemistry going to allow us to do that? We 


don't think so. I am talking to people about doing 


that. 


And finally, I want to say because you're here 


in Southern California especially, we got off on an 


offramp by mistake driving down here. I picked up some 


people at the train station, and it's a lot harder to 


get back on once you've gotten off of an offramp, and I 


appreciate the time and effort that you have come here 


to Southern California and did the outreach. 


I hope our comments by the 18th -- it will 

probably be on the day of the 18th -- will fill in all 

of these because I have learned a lot from this process, 

and I appreciate it very much. Thank you. 

MR. SILVA: Thank you. 


MR. EVERETT: And I could have just gotten up and 


said I am in agreement with all of the statements said 


here before me. 


MR. SILVA: I guessed that. 


Okay. That's all of the cards I have. 


Anybody else that we missed or did not fill out a card? 




If not, I want to thank everybody for coming here. 
I 

realize -- I have been on this for a while, and I have 

to tell you we're back to the same issues, the issue of 

how many lists we have and the methodologies of how you 

get on and off the list. It has been a long haul, and 

xe will see what the comments say and what the Board's 

pleasure is in terms of all of these very tough issues. 

And to be honest with you, we're not going to 


nake everybody happy. We know that. We are just going 


to try to do the best that we can. 


And I think Nancy has something to say. 


MS. SUTLEY: We look forward to your written 

~omments, and be as specific as you can be. That would 

be  helpful. 

M R .  SILVA: Thank you very much for attending. And 

once again, you have until the 18th for written 

comments. 

(The proceedings were concluded at 12:20 p.m.) 
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1 RPPERRANCES: 

2 For the state water Resources Control Board: 
3 

4 

PETER 5 .  SILVA 
NANCY H. SUTLEY 
MICHREL LEVY 
CRRIC WILSON 
LitURn SHRRPE 

5 
PATRICIA GOUVEIR 

8 

1 Torrance, California; Thursday, February 5 .  ZOO* 

2 10:05 a.m. 

3 

MR. SILVA: Okay. Good morning, everybody. Why 

5 d0n.L ve get started. 

r i r e ~ot a n ,  thanks to everybody for corning 
8 out an& lor providing us your comments. with us this 

9 morning is my suueague. ~ancysur ley ,  tram m e  stare  

1 0  water  ~ a a r d , and i rill do the ofticial introduction. 

This is the time and place for a public 
12 hearing by the s f a t e  Water Doaid regarding the proposed 
13 water quality concrol policy. We're developing 
"I 4  Callfornil's Clean Water A c t  Section 303(6) list. This 

' 1 5  i r  the second of t w o  public hearings an the d r a f t  

'16 policy. m e  tirsr public hearing was held on 
17 January 20, 2 0 0 4 ,  In Sacramento. 

18 I am Peter  Silvd, d member of Lhe State Board 
19 and ~o6ay.r nearing officer. 

20 I would like to also introduce the s t a f t  "ha 
21 are here responsible far the 30316) list activities and 

22 w i n  be aseisilng the ~ o a r dduring rnis hearing, rram 
23 t h e  division of Water QYaIiCY, we have Craig J, wilron. 

24 as 1 think m o s t  of you know. Patricia Gouueia, 

' 2 5  Nolanie Manuel, and Laura Shurpe, and also chiet counsel  

1 Michael ~ e u y .  

2 California Water Code Section 1319.31a.1 

3 requires the stare water ~ o a r dto develop 

6 describing the process by vnlch the stare m a r *  end the 

5 ~egionalwater ouality control soaras shall comply ~ i r h  
6 the listing requiremenre of the clean warer act  section 
7 303,dI list. The policy will ultimately establish a 

8 standardized approach for developing the ~alifor~ia 
9 Section 30316) list. 

10 Thi. hearing is being held to solicit cements 

11 on me proposed policy'^ recommended procedures. 
12 evaluating information solicited in support of listing 

13 or delisting county water bodies for the list. ~h~ 

1 4  policy addresses prioziriration of listed water bodies 
15 for eventual douelament and implcmenrarion of TNOLS. 
16 he s t a t e  ~oardscarf has prepared a final --
17 a tuncrianal equivalent document for the proposed policy 

1 8  in compliance with The California EnvironmenLal Quality 

1 9  R c t .  The FED presents an analysis ol the environmental 
20 issues and alternatives to be considered by the stare 
2 1  Board in adopting the proposed policy. 

22 I" today's hearing, m e  order of procedure 
23  w i n  be a brief staff presentation, fol iowed by 
2 4  testimony from interested parries. ~t you haven,t 

25 already done so,  if you want to speak, please fill ~ u ta 

1 blue card. We "ill also - if you'd like, we a1.a wanr 

2 Lo receive written "OmmenLs regarding the proposed 

3 policy. 

The hearing "ill now be canducCed in 


5 accordance With the technical rules of evidence. 
6 Testimony a s  reasonably relared to the proposed policy 

7 will be in evidence. written and oral  comenrs are  a l l  

8 part o t  the recoid. 

9 at today's proceedings, oral  presentations 
10 "ill Lie limited io no more than rive minutes. If you 

11 caul*, before you begin your cesrimony, identify 

12 yourself by name and address for the court reporter. 
13 Rnd if any at you have any businerr cards, ih&L would 

14 silo be helpful. 

15 If the speaker before you has addrereed your 
16 concern. please state your agreement and do nor repeat 
17 the testimony. 
18 a he record will remain open. I want to point 

19 out that it has been moved back to February 18,  2001. 

20 It was origrnally ~ebruary 11th. ~ollovingthe close of 
21  the record, state ~ o a r dstaff will review and respond t o  

22 a n  comments in writing. written response. be 

23 included in the  final FED with a revised policy as  

to in~erested parties at least 1 5  days before 

sonsideration by the BaArd. Interested parries should 

notify the date and place of future Board workshops and 

Board meetings where the propose* policy Will be 

considered far adoption. 
That concludes my opening SLatement .  and I 

think craig will give a speech. 
MR. WILSON: Cood morning, Mr. silv*, Ms. Sutley. 

My name is Craig J. Wilson. I am chief of the 

TMDL listing unit in the Division of Water Quality of 

the State Water Resources Control Baard. 

I wouid like Lo begin my presentation with ii 

brief overview of the Section 303(61 requirements and 

the process that led to the development of the policy. 

m e n  I will qa, very briefly, into describing the 

document3 that are the subject of this hearing. 
Section 303161 and the accompanying federal 

requlations requires states to regularly identify water 
bodies t h a t  cannot achieve applicable warer quality 

standards after certain technology-based controls have 

been inplemenced. 

I" complying, California has developed 

successive lists Of water. not meeting water qualify 

standards by any league since 1976. 

RfLer 19'16, public airention increasinqly 
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I 1 focused on an imoorianr consewence of the 

Seozlon 303161 listing, or the development clnd 

implementation of total maximum daily loads, or TMDLs. 

simultaneou~~y,
public demand for regional 

consis~encyand rranspaienoy in the listing process 

intensified ~n response, the water code now repires 
the state ~ o a r ato prepare guidelines for listing and 
delisting of water bodies an the Section 30316) list. 

There guidelines, conrained within the draft 

provide consisLent, tianeparent approdchea far 

the identification o r  water quality limited segments 
using a standard set oc tools and prinslples to evaluate 

data. It also providss for a scientifically defensible 
approach to address the idencifioarion of waters on the 
list, snd it provides m transparent public process. 

State Board regui*tions independently require 

t h a t  an environmental review equivalent to the 
California Environmental Quality R c t ,  or CEPR document, 
accompany policies proposed for SLsLe Board abaption. 

scaie ~ o a r dstacf  has developed a functional 
equivalent document, or FED, Chat contains, ar required 

by those regulations, a brief description of reasonable 
alternatives Lo and mitigation measures for the proposed 
activity. 

The purpose ot the FDT i a  to present 

alternatives in State Board staff iecommendaLions where 

the policy is ro guide m e  bevelopment of the 
Section 303161 119t. 

he FED identities eignc main issuer: ~ i r s t ,  

the scope of the policy; second. the srrusture of the 

Section 303161 lists; third, the weight of evidence for 
lisiing and delistinq; fourth, ~istinqand delisting 
with single lines of evidence; fifth, listing and 

dellsting With multiple lines of evidence; sixth, 
starisLical evaluation of numeric water qualify data; 
seven, policy implementation; and lastly, the eighth 

is the TMDL priority rankinq snd completion 


schedule. 

The 2001 Budget A c t  supplemental report 

repires the use of a weight of evidence approach in 
developing a policy and criteria that ensures t h a t  data 

and info""aLion use* are accurate and verifiable. 
The FED discusses - and the draft policy 

contdine -- a weight of evidence approach that uses 

single and m u l t i p l e  lines of evidence, alternste data 

analysis procedures, and the option for regions ro use 
airernate dat* exceebance trequencies in eerabllshing 

this IiQC. The FED also recommends approaches for the 

evaluation o t  numeric data consistent with the  
expression of water  q u a l i t y  objesrives or promulgated 

1 criteria. 


2 L a s t l y ,  the BED aseesoes the potential adverse 


3 environmental impacts of the proposed policy. 


In conclusion, the intent of the proposed 

5 policy is t o  provide the ~egional ~oards vitn 
6 tlexibiliry betore listing decisions are made while at 
7 the same rime providing a listing process rnai is 

B consistent, transparent, an* based on a rrandard 

9 scientifically defensible approach to identify waters 

for this list. 

I l 4  
Should the need arise during the hearing, we 

12 are prepared to answer any questions you night have 

13 regarding the policy or the FED. 
This concludes my presentation. If you have 

ii any questions rr  this point, I would be happy ro answer 

16 them. Thank you. 

17  MR. IILVR: Thank you, Greg. 

18 again, we have got lots of time. I think w e  

19 have go?, like, 16 speakers so far. I mink. BUT I 

2 0  would like for you to keep ic within five minutes or 

21 so. 
2 2  And again, ir people belore you have already 

23 stared what you wanted to ray, please say, "I agree with 
26 so-and-so." YOU will nave a chance for written comments 
25 also. 

Mul pageTMSylvia Becker & Associates & Legal Vid 
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1 So with that, what I would like Lo do is --
2 the enviromental cornunity has asked Lo go Logether, so 

3 why don't we go through the cities first, city and 

I county repo, and then ue will end with the environnenral 
5 community ceps. 

6 First we have John PratL. 

7 MR. PRATT: r ' m  not  used to being first. ~ n a n kyou 

8 f o r  the opporrunity to speak. MY name is John m a r t .  
4 I ' m  a "try of Bellflower city cotmcil member. TnanX you 
0 for the opportunity. 

1 First, I would like to commend the Board far  
2 it. *Late& goal LO e.2aliii.n a standardized approach for 

3 developing California's 303(dI list. The deuelopmenz of 
I a unitorm policy tor listing water bodies is an 
5 importsnt s t ep  to improving the vslidity of listings. 

6 We do. however, have concerns abour the Decembei draft 

7 palicy document. 

R P.3 my fellow city council colleague Randy 
9 ~ o n ~ e r~pnaneric~noted in 2002,  our city is struggling 

!O to meer i r a  permit requirements. we have already 

i l  shifted thousands of dollars from existing programs and 

! 2  transferred employee hours Lo help cover the costs of 

3 Lhe permit compliance. 

!4 We are already reducing service levels in 
15 several areas in order fa pay for strong water progr&ms.  

Page Page 

1 and our staff has projected city expenditures of aver 
2 82 million aver  m e  next several years in order to meet 

3 the requirements in our permit. we are,  therefore. 
I mindful at the need ra examine the relation~hipbetween 
5 eftecriveness an* the cast in storm vatel- quality 

6 regulation. 

7 We are pleased that during preparation Of the 

8 2002 list, you removed the San Gabriel River for ammonia 

9 and toxicity an* placed the river an Lhe enforceable 
0 prograne list for these pollutants and that you 

i c l i i r i f i e d  that the lists far copper and zinc vere tor 

2 disrolved metair only. 

J we also agree xirn your placing the 

u s a n  cabriel ~iver estuary on the monitoring list fur 
5 trash. ow ever, ue continue to be concerned thai same 

6 listings from the 1998 303161 list were simply ciirried 

7 forward onto  the new list without adequate review an* 

8 explanation. 

9 PIUS, specific p o l l u t a n t s  are causing the 
0 "ariaus conditions of pollution noted in the 2002 list 
!I f o r  the san Cabriel River, including abnormal fish 

12 hirtolaqy, algae, hiqh choliform count and toxicity. 

' 3  specicic P O I I U ~ ~ C L ~must be identified befare TMDLS can 
! I  be developed. we support the recommendation chat rnese 

! 5  conditions or indisarors be placed on a separate list 

Page Fags 

1 u n t i l  specific pollutants are identified. 
z we also continue t o  believe that the state and 

3 Regional Boards nee* t o  apply common sense an* look at 

4 the reality of the sari ~ e b r i e i~ i u e r .  he portion of 
5 the sari Cabriel that flows along the eastern edge of 
6 Beilflover is a concrere-lined channel. The Los Rnqeles 

I ~eqionaiwater ~ualitycontrol ~ o a r dshould review the 

B beneficial uses that it doer assign to flood control 

9 channels such as the San Gabriel above the estuary .  
0 These uses were defined several year. aqo, an* some of 

1 them may nor be applicable. it they are erroneou., we 

2 may have inappropriate listings of impairment. 
3 Furthermore, the flous through the law-flaw 

I channel in the lower reach of the river above the 
5 estuary during m o s t  or the year &re discharges of 

6 treated effluenr. ~f it vere not for. these flaws. the 

7 5an ~ a b r i e i~ i v e rchannel would be dry  far m o s t  of the 

8 year. certainly the fact* should be considered in any 
9 evaluation Of Lhe beneficial uses and water qua1icy 
o scandaibr adopted for the an ~ a b r i e l~ i u e r .  
1 we disagree with the way the staff has 
2 srructuied the 30316) list in ine current draft .  ihe 

3 enforceable programs list and the TMOL.' completed liar 
should remain separate lists, nor categories of the 

5 303161 li=t. he 303(6) l i s ~should be restricted LO 
Page Pa4e 
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1 impairments where the pailutants causing the impaimenrs 

2 are known and where ocher enforceable oronrams are not 

3 in e f f e c t .  

4 Furthermore. the monitoring and planning 1i.L. 


5 should not be ~ O S L  eerhaps we should go back t o  a 


5 watch list rhaL vould incorpordte both of these lists 

7 and more accurately describe the purpose of the list. 


8 hank you again tor the oppor~uniryt o  comment 


9 today on the draft 303,dj list policy. 


10 MR. SIIVII:  Thank YOU. 

11 MR. PRATT: I have a copy here far Che clerk here 

12 if you would like then. 


13 MR. SILVA: De91 Rlvarez. 

14 MR. RLVRREZ: Good morning. My name is 

1 5  Desi Aluarer, and I am here speaXing an behalf of <he 
16 execurlve advisory corniftee of the IIR County Storm 


17 Permit. 


18 I like to thank you f o r  the opportunity 
1 9  Lo speak to this naCLer thin morning and say Chat W e  

20 appreciate the ~ o a r d ' szecognirion of the significant 

21 l e v e l  of local interest in chis  policy and your making 

22 yourselves available Lo hold a, hearing here in 

23 =as nngeles county. 

24 execuciue advisory corni~~ee 

. . 

at m e  

25 IIR Permit believes that part, current. &nd future 


findinqp and actions in relation t o  the 30314) listing 
and TMDL programs a r e  o t  significant importance and t h a t  
t h e  Board's offorts Lo hear and carefully consider input 
on this is both lawful and appropriate. 

in many respects, the local 1998 and 2002 
303161 listing process appears Lo border On 

~ ~ p ~ i ~ i ~ u ~ n e s s  aredue to listings for pollutants that  

unidentified, ruck as the toxicity, in the consrrucLion 
and demolition of new watch lists. ~ 0 t hlis~ingrand 
delistings are based on dubious data and conservative 
water quality objectives, such as extzapa1arion CPR 
BLdnddrd*. 

we sincerely certainly hope t h a t  the final 
document will settle much o t  the contusion chat clouds 
what should be a transparent regulatory process allowing 

our municipal aqenciee Lo concentrate on the most 
eigniricanr issue of water quality irruea. 


we recommend returning to the r n u l r i - l i s t  
t o r m a r  t h a t  appears in prior drafts  and, more 
importanrly, war consistent with EPA guidelines and the 

NaLional Academy of Science report t o  Congress. 
The 1998 and 2002 lists canL&ln impairmentr 

based on dubioum or inadequate data that was quickly 

rescinded or shuffled to other lists, other impairments 
such a s  coxiciry and indicator orqanirarion pollutant 

groups. we request the monitoring list be reconst i tutes  
so that rpecitic controllable poll"L&nfP may be 

identified prior t o  TMDl preparation. This will ensure 
the listings w i n  result in solid, predictable actions. 

Periodic reevalulLion of sontamlnanf iistingr 

should be mandatory. New 1istinq. should be balanced by 

delisLings due to new data andlor objective 

achiovemenLE 

he staristical methods identified in ~ s m u e6 
are probably the m a s t  important aspect o t  this policy 

bacumon~. hey have the potenrial to elininare the 

parceprion that same l i ~ t i n q shave been set arbitrarily 
o r  that d e l i s t i n g  is overly onerous and subject to 

political decisions t h a t  cannot be rationally 

objectified. 

wirn this in mind,  we courage staft to 

carefully review the descriptions to clarify their 

meaning to the g r e a t e s t  degree an* provide a d d i t i o n a l  
lanquage r o  clarity any analyrical confusion to the 
matrix e t f e c r ,  detection quan~ifica~ionlimi~s,and 

lmprct Of c o r e  *at* about one parameter or another. 

The dircusrion on trend analysis should be 
expanded co consider trends o t  mereorologicui conditions 
such as oxtondod droughts or increasing temperature 

regions which nay improve contamination concentrations. 

1 ~ n dthe concept or rrantii~ioning numeric water 

2 -~ ~~~~~ abiectiues between adiacent receivinm water reachpn hlr 

already risen locally as di f f eren t  coalitions discuss 
this a t  public farms. 

We recommend that  uriiizarian of pool data 
from different receiving water areas Will resolve any 
discord and lead to cases where alternative bur 

technically equivalent data  could independently argue 
for listing and monitoring a new list. so therefore, we 
would encourage char any poltcy be relied on as  
site-specific data a s  possible. 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to 

m**e these comments. 

MR. SILVA: Thank you. 

Next is Carrie Inciang. I apologize for your 
name. That's - the hardest parL about being a hearing 

ott1cer is pronouncing names. 

MI. INClONC: For the record, that was the riqht 
pronunciation. 

My name ir Carrie Inciong, like you said. I 

am with the IIR County Department o t  Public Wort..  My 

comments are  d e t a i l e d  in a letter mac I will be handing 
over to Mr. Wilson after my talk. 

First ot all. thank you very much for holding 

a meeting down heie in LR. We really appreciate that. 
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an6 let me just jump riqnc in. rn county 
P U ~ ~ CWOIXI believes ir is necessary LO ieevaluare 
water quality BCanddrde and beneficial uses within the 
redshdble basin plans prior Co the listing of additional 

vacers or initlacion of TMDL development of waters  

already listed on the 303<61 list. 
A l s o ,  Public Works is in favor of the planning 

list an which waters with same indication of an 
impairment could be placed, as was d i rcvrred in the 

July 2003 draft. 
we also support previous comments already made 

regarding the inclu=ion of the reevaluation of each 

appardnt water body an the 2002 303161 list. 
Also, WILD regards t o  the water  q u a l i t y  

limited segment factors section, vhich states, "Far 

sample populaCions les. than ten with three or mare 

samples, see the evaiuatiun guideline. The segment 

shall be listed," this statement is inconrisreni virn 
rable 3.1, and we request that the state ~ o a r daddress 

t ha t  inconsirrency. 

also with respect to section 3.1.2.  PUbliC 

works believes that while dissolved oxygen data may be 

enouqh Lo place the water body on the list or may be 

used as  3econdary dafa for the 303(bi  listing. ii is 
inadequate for intricate impairments. 

Page l i  

~ l s owith respect r o  secrion 3.1.10 of the 
proposed policy. the trends in the water quality sect ion 
allow the  use of short-term data which may be a f f ec t ed  

by a, hydroloqicai condition, such as  drought, as apposed 

to ucrull degradation Of the water quality. We believe 

chat data from the m a s t  recent five to seven years may 

be more *ppropri*te to *void impacts or such hydralogic 

conditions. 

section 3.1.11, alternate data evaluation. 

appears to a n o w  the listing of a water body using data 

char would otherwise be conridered inappropriate. 

~ u b l i cworts believes m a r  m e  inclusion of this 
section, that a listing policy will allow the additional 

waters on the list which are not )us= a part o t  the 

impaired, we'd request the deletion of this section. 
Also, With respect Lo the language in the 

policy vhich sLares "relatively vnimpacced watersheds'' 
an* how it relates to recreational user,  we request that  

there be clarification in the document regarding m e  
term ."relatively unimpacted." 

Iecii~n6.1. w e  believe that this is 

inconsisfenL vith SesLian 6.2.5.2, which stares t h a t  
only rhe m o s ~r e c e n ~ten-year period of data  and 
information shall be "red lor listing and delisting 

waters. so we would request t ha t  that inconsistency be 
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5 

6 
7 

8 
9 

1 addressed. 1 region. 

2 With respect Lo Section 6 . 2 . 5 . 6 ,  We agree with 2 he ~ureauis cornitred to supporting the 

3 pievlous commenrs made by Deoi Rlvarez rsgardinq the 3 Regional Board. I" doing .a, we want to emphasize the 
8 pooling of dara for the joining segments. 4 importance of water quality decisions which are bath 

On section 6 . 2 . 5 . 7 ,  Chere is no discussion -- 5 scientifically bared and statistisally baaed. 

6 Section 6.2.1.7, by the way, has Lo do With natural 6 We believe that the policy will improve the 

7 sources exclusion. There is no discuseion in Chis 7 understanding of the decision-making process end 

B document Of the use of a narur.1 source exclusion Lo 8 consistency mong regions of the S t a t e .  

9 delist w a t e r s ,  and we request that you include language 9 ~ o v e v e r ,the ~ v r e a uof sanitation requests 
o reflecting mat. 0 that s separate list. monitoring andlor planning list 

1 And that concludes my camenca. Thants. 1 be restored to the policy as ir was writ ten  in cne ~ u l y  

2 HR. SILVRi Than* Y O U .  2 draft. ~ n eseparate list viil conrain water bodies that 

3 MS. SUTLEY: I have a question before YOU leave. 3 have insufficient scientific data to support a liering 
I J u s t  you made a comment that you think Chat the -- 4 on the 303,d) list. 

5 aILernatlve dara ev.l"aCio" was appropriate, but we have he ~ u r e a ualso requests that provisions be 

6 direction from the legislarure t h a t  ve need TD look at 6 included in the policy t o  ensure tnar v a t e i  bodies on 

7 the weight of ~viaence. ~ n d  this section, I believe, I thie separate lie= are evaluated in a timely manner. If 

8 was intended to cover the weight of evidence direction a we address the length o r  rime on a separate list and 
9 f r o m  the legislature. Do you have an alCernaLive 9 axso the number of samples required Lo be collecred, The 

0 on haw we should address the weight of o list can be a valuable tool for prioritizing our waters 
1 evidence or -- 1 without delaying cleanup efforts. 

2 MS. TNCIONG: NO, We bantL. 2 We also request Char a separate llternacive 

3 MS. SUTLEY: Okay. Thank you. 3 e n f o r s e a ~ eprogram be restored LO the policy. waters 

I m. SILVR: ~ e a c n e rnerenda. '6 "ifh 5UCh alternative programs would be listed 

5 MS. MERENDR: MY name is "eather ~erenda. I am a ' 5  separaLely from the 30316) list, provided that the 
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1 ~ustainabilicy planner for the C I L ~of sanra ciarira. I 1 enforcement programs are shown to be erfective in our 
2 have provided the business card t o  the -- 2 region. 

3 MR. SILVX: Ci-eat. 3 A good example is the  bay protection deanup 

4 MS. MEREND*: First Of ail, the City Of I program vnicn rakes cares of sediments in our bays and 

i ~ a n t acl~iirawould like t o  commend the $rate water  5 harbors. Such a program can potentially be a viable 
6 ~eeourcescontrol soard an its phenomenal efforts ro 6 alternative to the TMDL development in our reqion. 

7 establish sonriscency Co me 303,dI 2leTing process in W E  a l s o  request thar the  policy conra in  a 
8 California, and we appreciate the opp~rrunityto provide B requirement t o  review and revise old 30316) listings 
9 verbal teszimany Lhi. morning. 9 based on elements specitied in the new policy. We 

0 he =icy will provide detailed written 0 recognire that resource limitations may prevent timely 
1 comments on a variety of issues by the vrirren comment I r e v i e v  of a11 of the old listings. but we propose an 

2 deadline. There comment. an* 0b)ection. revolve around. 2 application process by which the interested public may 

3 the themes of maintaining uniformity in me different 3 prOpose a closer examination Of selected water  bodies 

I processee an* clarifying language in order t o  avoid I that they're rnteresred in. 

5 con*usion by all parties involved. 5 We also request that --
6 However, today be we would like Co highlight 6 MS. SUTLEY: can I stop you rnere a second and is* 
7 two issues of concern. he first ~ s s u eis ~ s r u e6(f), 7 you a question about that  "ith respect Lo that 

B quantification of the chemical measurements. we would B praposa13 T D ~application, do you van= the application 

9 like far you La add and recommend a Lhlrd alternative 9 process during any cine Or the normal listing cycle7 
0 tnar nondetecr should only be interpreted as unknown. 0 MR. YOSHIDA: I would say during Che normal listinq 

1 If you want more sensitive readings, then more 1 cycle. 

2 sensitive dais and m a r e  .ensirive tests should be 2 MS. SVTLEY: Thank you. 

3 required, even if that  is more expensive m d  it result. 3 MR. YOSHXDA: &ll right. iind also, we request that 

I in budget problems lor monitoring programs and for 4 criLerid and sriindards taken trom guidance document. 

5 compliance moniioring programs. he state's standaids 5 used in the decision-making process be prarnulgaied in 
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1 are jusc roo high ro assume that ponvtanrr are present 1 our basin p l a n  so inaz the genera1 public nay comment on 
2 "hen they may not be. 2 the appropriateness o t  there docuneniP for our region. 
3 And l e e u e  ? ( * I ,  in review of the erist lng 3 m the past in part listings, cartrin -- 
I Section 303161 listing process, we would lite you to add studies hove been used to m a t e  listing decisions, and 
5 and recommend a rnlrd alternative CnaL prior to 5 they may - they may be appropriate far our reqion, but 
6 developing a TMDL. the listing data that put the 6 Lhen again they may nor be. so we wani Lo ha able LO 

7 pollutanr concerned on me 30316) list ahauid be 7 have the opporrvnity to cammenL on those things. 
8 evaluated with the new criteria. ~ h i rw i n  help 8 And finally, we agree With the proposition in 
9 Ynneceriary T M D L s  and focus limited resources on 9 the policy t h a t  pollutants m u s t  he identified before 
0 piiority areas,  reduce the L i n e  period Lor Regional 0 TMDLB Should be developed. 
i Boar& and stare Board staff fro" preventing unnecessary and that's it. And thank you once again for 
2 listings, end help esLablish quality data that TMDLs are the opporrunicy to commenL. 
3 involved vnicn will reduce the TMOL timeline. m. SILVA: ~ h a n ~you. 
I again, we thank you for holding this public James Coletan. 
5 nearing ia give everyone an opportunity t o  participate MR. COLSTON: I am ~ a m e scols~onwith 4- orange 
6 in develapinq chis process; and by working together, we county Sanitation District. 
7 can all end up With a policy Chat is bath protective and I w o u ~ dlixe to first support the ~ ~ ~ e n r rof 
B restorative while providing consistent accuracies to the the California ~rraciacion of sanitation Rger~cies, b o ~ n  
3 TMDL 1iat. Thank you. ' the oral comments that were provided and the 
0 MR. S I L M :  Thank YOU. 0 written comments Chat Will be piovided. 

N ~ X Lis clayran ~oshida. I IL'. very important that there is q 
MR. YOSHIDR: My name is Clayton Poshida I tran.parenL proceos for listing and d e l i r r i n y ;  and co 

representing the City of Lo. Angeles Bureau of 3 the extent that chi* policy will resolve that issue for 
ani it at ion. hunk you very much far the opportunity to 4 the state, i f ' s  strongly $upported by the or,nge county 
submit commence and especirlly for  coming down LO rhis 5 SaniLation District. 
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1 ConbiLions.I 1 detailed written comments for your =onaideration in the 
FED. 


MR. SILVh: Thank YOU. 

Blane Frandsen. 


MR. FMNDSEN: hank you. MY name is Blane 
rands sen, and i am the director for Public Worts and 
city engineer for the City of Lawndale, and I support 
the comments o f  ~ r .  who previo~sly spoke foi thewarson 
EPR Crew. 


I n&ve " m e  nere today repiesenring the city 

of Lawndale. Lawndale is a two SWaZa mile area EiCy 
here in the South ~ a yarea. we are e tributary t a  the 

DamingUeZ channel. 
MR. LEVY: ~ a r d o nme. sir. can you speak up a 

little bit 10uder, or s tand closer to the microphone? 
Ti,&"* you. 

MR. FRRNDSEN: I "ill note that lawndale is a small 
~ i t yhere in me south ~ a yarea of l o p  ~nqeles counry, 

and we are a tributary LO the ~oninguez channel. he 

Dominguez channel is a 110 square mile watershed in the 
southern portion of the counry, we are  a rriburary to 
the channel, and Chat portion is listed on the 30316) 

list as about Vermont. 

The people o t  Lawndale and the local 

share a common desire to improve the water 

q u a l i t y  of our city. We want CO be a good neighbor to 

Lhe cities around us. and we recognize the importance of 
controllinq pollution from rrarm xaret runoff as a part 
of that god. 

~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ,are extremely limited in resources 

and are struggling ro comply with the current permit 
requiremenre, now with iegards to the $rare 
budgetary condirionn =hat are currently befalling us. 

we want to do m e  riqht thing, and we want t o  see ~ h a c  

melningful r e e v l r e  come from our expendiLuree. 
we are concerned about the inclusion on the 

303161 list of generaiizea lis~ings for specitic 

pollutants are not identified. 
We a r e  also concerned Char the 303(4l  list 

still contains a legacy of historic pollutant=. ouch ae 

chlordane in PCPlS, which should be handled differently; 

m a r  the planninq/monirorinq lists were included, as in 

the July draft policy. That would be one possibility 

for observing there le48Ey pol lutants ,  to see it their  
E~ncenLraLion~ have beenan* possible adverse effects 
reduced through time. 1t.s just n o t  possible at this 

level to make known typically these are nor currently 
use*. The 1sga.y polluLant. should be addressed through 

same othei entorce&ble p'agrdrn, ve believe. 

we are also still concerned about the listing 

o t  m e  ~orninguer channel for high cholitorm snd for a 
high cholifarm count. he Dominquer channel, you know. 

is not a body conracL recreational f * c i l l r y i  IC is a 
mood control channel where no legal recreational use 
exists. IT is unclear as LO what, if any, use is being 
impaired. 

~e recommend that the 303161 listing policy 

requi re  reevaluatlan oi v s r e r  bodies llsred on previour 
303141 lists. Many previous may be inappropriate 

because of inadequate data quantity and quality; 
evidence t ha t  na~uralsources have =*used or contributed 
10 the ImpairrnenL; andlor water quality standards upon 
Which l i a r i n g o  are based a r e  inappropriate. 

we recommend reevaluation of the water bodies 
to ensure that TMOLs are conducted where appropIiare and 

necessary. This recommend&Lion is con.i.tenc With the 

~ u l y2003 draft policy and aiirisL in prior tracking of 
expenditures of scarce resources. 

We're concerning the two sections of the draft 

policy, rrenas in water quality and alternate data 
evaluation, mcy create loopholes for 1isring v a r e r  

bodies that a r e  not based on solid scienLific 

evalua~ions. rends in varer quality may be linked to 
hydrologic c o n d i t i o n s  such as drought rather than 
increases in pollut~lnts01 degradation o t  water qualify 

2 we encourage the state ~ o a r dt o  carefully 
3 addreps these concerns an* develop a policy that ensure. 
r objective merhodr are used to evaluate impairments and 

5 that 303161 lisLinqr are both scientifically defensible 

6 and appropriate. 
7 as I said earlier, the City of Lawnbale 

8 suppoiLr reasonable scientific-base5 controls Co 

9 mitigate pollution through storm water. 
LO We hope you "ill consider our comments in 
I1 revising the diaft 303161 listing policy Lo reflect a 
12 sound basis in science so we can focus our efforts where 

13 they will ria the most good to clean up the water of 
14 awnd dale and m e  southland cicies. 
t i  man%YOU. I have vriiren a copy of these 

16 EommenLs for yo* .  

1 7  MR. ~ I L V ~ :rea at. hank you. 

I8 Eric Essobilr. 

19 MR. ESCOBAX: C O ~morning. I am ~ r i c~scobartor 
!O Shad Rezai, genera1 msnaqer for the city of ingleuaod. 
21 L would just like to express how we feel a t  

22 the city or  ~nqlewaod regarding these 303161 lists. we 
23 are in full support of comments that have been made so 
2 4  fir, and we hope char the decisions taken by the 

!i State Boar* are something that can help Lhe cities in 
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these difficult times so thdt r e ~ ~ u r c a scan be inverted 
t o  create solutions that would provide the resvlrs t h a t  

we are all looking tor. Thank YOU. 

MR. SILVA:  Thank you. 

Heather Lamberson. 

MS. UMBERSON: Hi. I m Heather Lamberson, and 
i today i am iepreeenrinq the m county sanitation 
9 Districts. We are a local waste udCer entity; and w e  

9 operate i l  waste vaLer rrearmenr in Los Rnqeles 

L O  County, and we discharge to a number of water3 that are 
L1 iieLed for various conrriruenrs. 
12 We have Worked viLh our Regional Board on 

13 several TMDLS, and we have also been cammenring on 
1 4  ditterent revisions on the 30316) list over the parr ten 

l i  yeas. SO tee1 rnar we bring bath a local 

I6 perspective *"d hands-on experience Lo both the listinq 

1 7  process and rhe TMDLS that have re~uitedfrom that 
18 listing process. 
L9 Now, we h&ve seen these thinqe in part char  
i O  nave been made using a variety of as~essment 
!1 rnerhobolaqie.; an* these merhodoloq'es have apBiied 

22 varyinq deqrees o t  data quality an5 quantity in 
23 to different types Of *at*, and those types of data 

2 4  range *ram visual observations to one-Lime stubies  LO 
!5 wafer quality data from discharge or nonifaring 
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1 reports. 

2 and we just want to emphasize ~ n a rthere is a 

3 need ro balance environmenral prorecfion w i r h  technical 
"rcientific inteqrit.yr and we feel that Lnir policy goes 

5 a long way toward achieving that. 
6 Thi. policy maker significant steps towards 

7 laying 0 ° C  a methodology to clearly i d e n t i f y  the 
8 beneficial ule of being inpacred, as well as the 
9 standards that .re to be eualua~ed. ~~d that,* 

10 something t ha t  hasn' t  alvayr been c l e a r  in part listing 

1 1  etrortr, and we feel t ha t  this is especially important 

12 when iL come. to dealing with scanear*r. 
13 Just some specific comments chat we have, we 

I *  feel m a t  in order to get this program on an even 
IS playing t i e m  cnai the stare mar* should reevaluate 
16 existing 303161 listings to ensure that these listings 
17 meet the  requirements of the new policy. We feel that 

1 8  this is r e a n y  important. we feel if s water bady 
9 couldn't be listed Caday under the new policy, then it 
!O shouldn't be on the 303161 list, regardless of whether 
!I or not there is new data and information on me 
22 body. 

23 NOW, when these listings are evaluated, maybe 
1& some Vater r  may come o t f  the 303,dI list in cases where 

15 impairments are undetermined, whether cause of 
Page PvOe 
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1 impairment is unknown, or in cases where data is 1 practical, and then the rules or the qame change. N~~ 
2 insufficient in order co decemine if an impairment 2 people come in. EPR has a different decision t r e e  rnsr 
3 exis~s. ~ n dthose are some of the reasons why ve also 3 they pass down to the S t a t e  and they say, "NO. 
I strongly recommend the establishment oc a monitoring 3 not going to do it that  way. ~ h e y * r eon the list. 
5 11s~. waters tor where there is chis type of 5 They're on list," and there's no getting off the list. 
6 Uncertainty should not be on the 303(6 l  list. 6 md so having experienced that in my iifetime. 

one ather specific comment that we have I 1 think that the need car multiple lists or a 
e regarding policy is that we feel it d o e ~ n ' tmake sense 8 lists 1s critically important to be able to assure the 
9 to list a water body for toxicity uniesa it can be shown 9 next generation that they don't have t o  interpret whet 

10 that the ~oxiciry is significant from a s t a t i s ~ l c a l  10 chis generation meant. 
11 perrpec~ive,m a r  the toxicity la persistent, and the 11 ~ n dthen the comments ?hat have been made on 
12 toxicity is associated with an identified pallu~anr. 12 the planning list or monitoring list LO recognize the 
13 ~ 1 1  these conditions would be required r o  13 areas where the impairnen~rwere undetermined or thereo r  
1 4  Succe99fYlly complete a TMDL for Loxicity. 50 14 Yds insufficient data, I think it's a very pragmatic way 
1 5  therefore, we think it makes sense to use a weight of 15 to go.  ~ o r tpeople really liked the ~ u l y  document, =he 
16 evidence approach when evaluatinq Loxicicy. So we would 16 draft document, and I understand how it got changed. 
1 7  recommend that a chanqe f r o m  using roxiciry alone as a 17 and I am n o t  going LO revieit any of chat, but  the a"e 

1 8  listing fac~or,which w a s  proposed ils an a~ternative in 1 6  i l r r ,  to me, is the number one thing to the 

19 the functional equivalent document, Lo only using 19 Board to reconsider. 
20 ~lterna~lve which is m e  use of a weight of evidence 2 0  A l s o ,3 ,  in our comments, in our written cements 

2 1  approach. 21 t h a t  will come l a t er ,  we commend the Board far providing 
2 2  one orner technical comment that could be 2 2  a mechanism for the reevaluation of waterbodies 

23 significant in the implernent&rion of the policy is that 23 identified in the 30316) list using the listing policy. 
2 1  when considering listing factors such as adverse 26 Once it is approved and we -- I would also --
25 biological response and degradation of biological 2 5  Clayton, who came up, and some of the other people 
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populations. the policy doesn't really provide any refeienced an ability, "hen a parry requests in vricing, 
guidance on how baseline or reference condition^ are Lo to reeua,u*ce water bodies "here they thin* that they 

be established. vere done in -- that the incormation may be invalid or 

50 t n d L , s  -- a. you can imagine, this is going inappropriate. We support that because of the scarce 
to make all the difference on how rheae evaluations turn resources and because anybody who has done rerearc!, on 
out, what the baseline an* the reference condition is. che 1998 list realizes i r  w a s  pretty loosely done. And 

80 therefore, we would recommend some a d d i t i o n a l  i x ' s  nobody's fault. IL'B just the way that guidance 

guidance be provided in'me policy on haw to establish came down at char particular time from EPX t o  rhe 

tI7e.e condition.. state. 

And in closing, we'd just like ro commend the And given the lack of resources, given the 
State Boar* for all ot their hard "or*. We Chi"* thaL desire to look I t  priority an* prioriry pollutants, 
you nave developed a credible and sclentificil~y-baaed priority in where we are going t o  do these TMDLS, I 
policy, and Ye SYppOZC the state Board moving forward think the ability to have a parry -- you know, and the 

the policy. we understand that i t ' s  the state burden would be on the party t o  loo* at some or char --
Board's intent Lo have the policy in place before the is nor an unreasonable request.  
next update of the 30316) ~isi,an& we ruppar~ chat 50 we thank you very much tor coming and 
approach a= well. Than* you. especially tor coming to Southern calitarnia. w e~ n d  

MR. SILVA: Thank YOU. look forward to working with you an it, and we thank you 

Mary Jane Boley. tor Chis policy. 
MS. FOLEY: Thank you. MR. SILYR: Thank you. 

Good morning. My name is Mary Jane Foley, and Rodney *"*eraan. 
I am here today for the ~ a u t h e r ncalifornia mliance of MR. ANDERSON: Coo6 morning. My name again is 

PODWS, and I have a caid so it will help you. I alvays ~adneylinderaon, and I am representing the city of 
have something for the c o u r t  reporter. W O T X B .  I, t o o ,  want LO commend the~urbank ~ u b i i ~  ~ n d  

hank you far the opportunity to come and make Board an* s t a f f  for putting chis policy together and 
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some comments. R i0L of our members have a l r e a d y  spaten working on thir. I think it is a great improve men^ from 
this m o r n i n g .  Betore I reenforce some of their how m e  lists nave been done in the past. TO nave a 
ataiernente in a very  brief manner. I want ro do a big transparent policy is going ra be very helpful. 
compliment Lo Lhe s t a f f ,  to Craig and to his - the last year, when the 2002 lists came our, we 

people who have worked with him, because all throughout made cements reqaiding a certain usring of ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ y . 
Lhi. process they have been so accessible, so helpful. vnich was the ~ u r b a n kwestern channel. ~ n bat m a r  
It has been a real pleasure, and they deserve a whole time, we submitted a number of data points. ?hey 
lor of credit. were nondetecfP. and yet because there "as no policy --

so an the policy. the p o l i c y  is a r e a l  it was just said that staff pollutants were low,so it 

improvement, as  r lot Of speakers have said. It's the will continue to be listed. 
best t ha t  has ever existed, in our opinion. we like ehe well, virh thir new policy, it looks like 
standardized approach. we iite the transparency. we it's going to be transparent. We look forward. when 
like the tacr that i r  requires fact sheets, public this policy is implemented, that we can get the 
hearings betore the Regional Board which d lbn 'r  exist in delis~ingrrnac we ininr are justified. so we do 
the last go-around., and apporrunlrles to comment before .ppreciaie that chis i. being *one. 
the State Water Board. and at the same time, although we think that 

We believe the one list is problematic. We this policy "ill be goo*, we do hilve a couple o t  issues 
believe that the State Board should go back to including that Ye would like to address. Number one -- and it was 

on Che 303 ld l  list only those waters that do not attain just mentioned by ~ a r y  ~ a n e ,and I am going to add to 
water qvrliLy standards due to polluranrs tor which the her comments reglrdinq the reevaluation at some previous 
TMDL is required. iiriings, the 1998 lisLings. We a r e  disappointed that 

And the reason the one >is= is scary ie that all at t h o s e  listings Will not be reevaluateb acsordinq 
hiltary rhavs that sometimes in a certain era, everybody to this policy Bur I think that we recognize rnac 
understands the rules of the g3me and makes t h e i r  performing a TNDL is much mare tine consuming than 
assumprions on how thin can w o r k  o u t  r a  be tair and evaluating a potentially wrong listing. 50 although it 
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I 1 	 rake a lot o r  time to reevaluate a l l  or me

~ ~~ 

li.Lings, it's even more rime t o  do TMDL* for those 

IisLings. 
ever, at the same Lime, it is the 

likeiiho0d LI I~L a nvnbsr oe those listings may be 
justified. I le  would request that when the Sfate Board 

i. in writing from a party to reevaluate a 

certain water body that that old listing Would be looked 


W O U ~ ~  can all
allow those listings that xe 

agree char yes, there is &n impaiment, there is a 

problem, rhoee would nit have co be reevaluaLed. 
chose where we mink that there i a  a 

problem should be reevaluated, even in the absence of 

new dara. TDe reason for this 1% some of those 
listings, we believe. *ere done in a drive-by Spproach. 

example, there are some nuisance listings 

for  the Burbank western channel: algae, odor, and 

nlose rnar were on the ,938 listing were 

carried to file 2002 lists. I L , S  unclear t o  us no" rnare 
listings were created and what additional data we can 

even submit To get those dellsted. It's unlikely that 

individual aDServatians will be accepred as new dara ra 
haur rhos- reevaluated, even though r e  believe rhat'e 

how those lirtinqs were created in 1 3 9 8 .  

so to ask for new data on same of these 

nuisance listings is very difficult tor us, and we know 
thst  the kind of data rnar was probably done to get the 

,98 liriingv won't be accepted now. SO we would vane 
some of Lh.,.e reevaluaLed when requested in writing. 

he second issue I would like to calk about is 
the trends in warer quality. We disagree that trends in 

water quality should be used as a criterion t o  list 

water Peqmencs t h a t  would nor othervise meet candiLlon. 
in the draft listing policy. This crirer1on includes 

the inclueion of water segments on the 303161 list in 
ine absence or intormation that water quality objectives 
are exceeded or m a r  beneficial uses are irnpilired. 

ar sta ted  	in the FED, there are no widely 
far documenting crenas, and the data 

i. atren difliculr to interpret. 


Ths draft listing policy doer bescribe five 

very genera1 guibe1ine.i for determining these trends, 
but those guidelines are sonewnai ambiguou. and lac* 

specific requirements tar coneietenL, srar l s t i sa l ly  
valid data evaluat ions .  

~ o l ra normal listing uicn data,  there is a 

requirement char 10 percent of samples with a confidence 
level o t  30 percent, using binomial disLributions, is 

how one qets lisied. 

For the trends, it's n o t  clear t ha t  -- you may 

nave zero  exeedances and Still get IiILed. There is no 
concrete guidel>nes on that .  Perhap. specific 

quideliner, such i s  a t  least 5 percent have to be -- or 

exeeddnces, or there is a 25 peicenr increase in the 
pollutant c~nCentraLions over a five-year period, or  if 

there i r  a minute  number of samples. m e  only statement 

is that inere are three years, and they have ro look at 
r m e  genera1 guideline.. 50 Chose criterion are so 

subjective, we feel =hey need to be nailed down a little 

bit more if trends are to be used at all. 
~ n dthat concludes my staternenrs. I 

appreciate again you coming down here and raking the 
time to listen. 

MR SILUA: Thank you. 

Phyllis Papen. 
MS. PAPEN: Good moining. My name is Phyllis 

Papen. and I am Speaking here today on behalf of Lhe 

city of signal Hill. 

I want Lo than* the Board for  the opportunity 
to comment today. ~ i r s t ,I would like LO thank the 

state ~oard and s t a f f  far the recent progress an the 
S t a t e ' s  303161 list. 

~uring the preparation of the 2002 303(61 

list, Stdte Bodrd staff LeYle~edant analyzed the 
reco"""en*arione submitted by Che Regional Boards an* 
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1 1 their staffs. This was a good start a t  scrutinizing the 
2 technical and scientific support used by the Regional 

3 Board. for the i i s c i n g  and delisting. 
I ~urther,we strongly support the state ~oard's 
5 goal of establirhing a ~Landardlredapproach for 
6 assiqninq u*rer bodies t o  the s t a t e ' s  303 list. 

We endorse the inclusion of requirements for 
a daea g ~ d l i i ~ y&nd quantity, requirements for consistent 

9 and statistically valid dara evaludiions, and 

10 implemenrarion proui.ionr. The inc1u.ion of such 

11 rewiremen~swoulb immediately improve the scientific 
12 merit or a 303141 litit. 

13 Further, we strongly eupporr. the inclusion of 
14 a planning/moniLorlng list. The draft December 2003 
IS iisting policy removed m e  planning and monitoring list. 
16 which were in the ~ u l ydrsft policy. a planning and 
17 rnaniLoring list, or a watch list, is important f o r  cases 
18 where ine impairments are undetermined; for example, 

19 unknown toxicity, carer where data are insurlicienL Lo 

20 deLe""ine if an impairment exist, and in cases where 

21 water ~uIIILYstdnddzds may Lie inappropriate. 

22 water bodies placed on m e  planning and 
23 monitoring list would need to be s tudied  turmel-. ?hey 
211 could be placed on the 303(61 list of impaired or not 

25 listed as n o t  impaired. Use of a Match iisr has been 
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1 strongly recommended by the National Academy or Sciences 
2 in its report LO congress, and it would h e l p  avoid 
3 inappropriate iirLings, unnece~sary T M D L s ,  and unwise 

4 use of resource=. 
The City o t  Signal Hill in also concerned with 

6 provisions in =he draft policy which W i l l  allv" listings 
7 based an pool data .  As written in the December draft 
e policy, a segment Of water body could be placed on the 

9 30316) list it jurr  one sample from inat segment reacher 

lo water quality criteria and samples in abjacent seqmenrr 

11 exseeded criteria. we request that the dratt policy be 

12 amended so that each water segment is required to be 

13 evaluated independently, which is a much more accurate 

1 4  indication of actual warer condition^. 
15 ~urther. LO ensure deveiopnenr of T M O L ~were 

16 appropriate and necessary, we specifically request that 

1 7  the Board iequire a reeu&luatian of each water  body 

18 carried farvard tram the 1998 303161 list. Many 

19 listings from the 1998 303161 list may be inappropriate 
20 because of inadequate data quantity or quali~y,evidence 

21 that natural sources have caused or contributed to the 

22 impaiimenr. water quality standards upon which listings 
23 are bared are inappropriate. This recommendation is 
24 consistent with the July 2003 draft policy that insist. 

25 an prioriLlring wafer and S t a t e  and local resources. 
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1 ina ally, the city of signal H ~ I Icontinues r o  
2 be s~nsernedthat the Loo angeles River estuary has 
3 s.v.r.1 1iarings ieiared to historic use o t  pesticides 

4 and lubricants. Among these are chlordane, DVT, lead, 

5 PCPs, and zinc. There are all listed because of 
6 presence in sediment. 

xns~eadof being listed, they should be placed 

8 on a watch list. it would appear t o  be impa3rible Lo 

9 erLablish d tradiLional TMDL for legacy pollutants no 

10 longer in use such as chlordane and DVT and PCPs. Some 

11 arner mechanisms should be used Lo deal with such 

12 conditions. ~ u c hhistoric panutanre cannot be 
13 controlled by confrallinq current discharges. 
i 4 We want r a  also .upport the comments of the 

15 Coalition for Practical Regulation given by Richard 
16 warson, and thank you far the opportunity t o  speak 

17 today.  

18 MR. SILVA: Thank you. 

1 9  Larry Mcltenney. 

20 MR. MC KENNEY: My name is Larry McKenney from the 

21 county of oiange, and I am here representing the orange 
22 County Flood Control District in our 34 cities. 
23 And I hesitate r o  even ruggesL that I can add 

26 to anything. 50  rather than going through any specific 
21 commenrs, 1 j u r c  want to make one suggestion 
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1 specifically LO you, the soard members. for youi 1 listing process, and I am concerned about the delisting 
2 thinking as you hear all o t  there c o m e n ~ e  and then 2 process. IT seems that every speaker we've had today is 
3 l a t e r  when you're evaluating what staff does with all of 3 really, behind all of their techno-speak and 
4 this: and that is that these queerions of whether there 'i bureau-babble, begging for relief from this listing 
5 should be multiple lists or whether there can be 5 process. And I an very concerned about that. 
6 subca~egoriesunder ehe U S L ,  that's an important 6 MY undeisranding of the stare  water ~egional 
I question, and a l s o  the question of the reevaluation 7 control ~ o a r dwas that your jab was to mainrein water 
8 procedure. 8 quality and protect water quality far  the people 
9 In my mind, Zhc n o s t  important thing t o  9 California. Lor its Wildlife, for l i p  children, and for 

10 remember in looking a t  how both of those issues get 10 all of the people of this p r a t e .  i~ld when I listen to 

11 worked out ir that the 30316) -- ~ecrion 303<61 o t  the 11 this delisting process, I get concerned m a r  we won't be 
12 clean water RCL is not intended LO be the way chat varer 12 able to protect this water. and nor will ve be to 

13 quality gets protected despite m e  rerr ot the clean 13 improve this u ~ t e r .  
14 water act. 1r . s  intended to be one piece of the overall 1 1  ~ n d=hat's a worry. mat's a worry because 

15 program that the clean ware= ACT created. and its 15 people in rhle r r a t e  use this water a11 oi the time. 
16 biggest va lue  is in identifying hiqh-priarlty problems 16 most people ~ n o vthat it's n o t  clean. ~ o s rpeople know 
17 and prioriririnq rhe effort t o  solve them. 17 you shouldn't go near it, and n o s t  people know you 

18 When the impiemenLaLion of 303(d1 results in 18 shouldn't touch it, and mas^ people know you shouldn't 
19 

20 

S O  many water bodies being listed that we have decades 

o t  baouog, then the sysrem has failed to use it as  * 
19 let your childzen near it. BUL some peapie don,t. 
20 I was in -- nor ~iueraide-- ~i ikers t ie larnir 

21 prioriiildtion tool. 50 however we resalve the i s s u e s  2 1  summer and watched hundreds of w h a t  i suspec~edwere 

22 of the lists or su l i l i rra  and haw existing lists 22 poor migrant workers in a river swimming in ic on a 
23 are reevr lua~ed ,to me m e  key policy canslderarion is 23 sunday afternoon when it was so hot. I mean, no one 

24 the process ha= to work as a way or prioritizing the Z P  should have been in char water. NOT a soul should nave 

25 highest priority issues. 2 5  been in that water and nor a child should have been in 
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1 Thank you very much for  coming. Thanks for 1 ~ M Lwater, but yet they were swiming in that water. 
2 being here and the s t a f t ' s  e x c e l l e n t  work.  2 ~ n di am concerned through thir prace.. that the 

3 MR. SILVA: Tilank you. 3 water that  they were swimming in "ill never be listed 
4 We l re  done with the cards t h a t  we received, so I and, as a consequence, Will never be clean. That is a 
5 what I would like r o  do is Lake a quict break and let 5 v e r y  Lroublesome LhaUqhL fa me. 

5 the reporter rake a short break far neybe about ten 50 as you go through this process an* you 
7 minutes or so. We will come back at 10:25 and ve will listen to all of these cities who tee1 completely 

8 reassume, Thank you. overburdened by the casLE Of cleaning the water and by 

9 (Recese.1 the VdgdrieQ Of Chi* listing standard or LhaL lisLing 
1 0  MR. SILVR: ~ h ydon,^ ve get started. we did miss sfandaid, I would ask you to remember the children or 

11 one at the city reps, Gerald Creene. this community and the families that use this water and 
12 MR. CREENE: I apoloqize. I didn't van< t o  be the rimermen who are not = m a r t  enough nor r o  eat rneir 

13 redundant with the other speakers. Thank you again for catch, the people swimming in the bay who danlr Xnov 

i l  coming down. that swiminq near an outfan is nor  a good thing to do. 

15 

16 

~ n dI would like t o  reiterate, like the orhei 
that finally as to both new issues. I 

~hey're there, and they do it a l l  the rime. 
I ...listening to the gentlem*" from 

1, "ante* to reiterate same of the challenges in dealing Dominguel creek raying -- Dominquer channel saying, "I 

18 with vntllyticvl chemistry that pops up. Essentially we don't know why we should even bother with any of these 
19 are  concerned about how Lhese new ruler interact with channels. There'. no beneficial u.er." And I thought 
20 things like CTR, when we have reen past listings based maybe we should create a new beneficial ~tandardthat is 

21 on very, very low and unusual hardness levels that no beneficial use, open sever, and we don' t  have to do 
2 2  perhaps - I'm sorry. I should be clear. CTR listings anything with the water in that. Bur then I remembered 

23 for m e t a l s  that are inreractlnq wiih very, very low m a t  char water always ends up in the ocean, somebody 
2 1  hardness measurements t h a t  are essentially atypical and tishe9 in it, somebody swim. in it. NOL a good thing. 
25 require the CTR to be extrapolated beyond what is 50  I guess what I am asking you is as you qo 
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1 represented in CTR dacVmenLr dC the level of, like, t w o  1 through this process or liscinq and delisting, trying to 
2 parts her million hardness when the CTR tables stop at 2 decide what to do virn the regula tory  burden that people 
3 7 5 .-~ 3 a r e  saying is being piaced on them, 1 "auld like you to 

m r o ,  in regards to the chemistry issue. there I thin* about this: that if a warer body get. delistad, I 
are exceptions char pop up. and i t ' s  "Of a perfect 5 am thinking about printing up 1,000 signs that I an 

science, and ws are trying Lo deal with the field issue. qoinq to be putting on water bodies that get belisted, 
that result in data t h a t ' s  occasionally not what ve an* i t ' s  qaing to say. "stare Board .aye this warer is 
expect .  safe to swim in, fish in, and drink:. Be"au.e "hen you 

Recently we saw dissolved oxygen levels char delist it. I Chi"!, that's effectively "hat you are 
were three times the aaLUr&tlon limit in a water  system. telling the people of this state. I danlt thin!, that 

That implies t h a t  there  has been a challenqe in the would make the public health department happy. I d o n l t  

results t h a t  were coming o u t ,  how that legal chemistry think it would make the medical community happy. 
is worked our <or u s .  50 we appreciate t h a t  the And I really think that you are all moral an& 
~egionalBoard would take those kinds of analyticai exhical people and ""*ererand the great responsibility 
*noma,iee essentially into consideration. that you carry. so I ask you to think very, very 

again, thank you v e r y  much, and we appreciate carefully as  you go through t h i s  process and remember 

your coming do"" today. rhar  you are nor here jurc  ro represent the cities who 
MR. SILYA: Thank you. feel overburdeneb or the industries that feel 

Robin Rlerdan. Overburdened: you're here to represent people who really 
MS. RIERDRN: Hi. My name is Robin Rlerdan, and I don' t  have the knouledqe ta speak for themselves, people 

am here because I am a concerned citizen an* mother. I who you'll never see, people who you'll never know. B u t  
am new to this process, so I hope you will forgive some you will know that they are there because they are just 
o r  the lack o t  the knowledge Lnat I may have, but I want t h e  faceless, nameless people of California. Thank you. 
YOU to know that my cammento come tram my heart. MR. SILVA: Th&nk you. 

I urn here bec&use I am concerned about this Mark Cold. 
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1 M R .  C O L D :  My name is Dr. Mark Gold. I am the I fiipplnq it around, did this giovp a* samples meet the 


2 execuzive director of the group Heal The Bay, and ue 2 standards with X confidence? So t h a t ' s  a different 


3 have a presentation that should laer about half an hour 3 approach that doesn't saddle you With the arbitrary 


4 o r  ea tram the environmental cammuniry. 6 10 percent as you have right now. 


5 First o f f ,  we would like t o  say right off the 5 on cne second major area, inac io the 


6 bat that we support the testimony given l a s r  week by 6 requirement t h a t  the pollutant or polluriints that cause, 

7 members of the pact, and what you are going t o  get  Loday I ohserve ioxiciry o r  another biological response nust be 


8 is mostly an overview of our comments and a great deal B identified before a WiiLer body can be lisied or a TMDL 


9 in more speclfici~y will be in the letter suhniLLed by 9 can be developed, this nust be removed from the 

10 the 18th. So I just want La make Liure that You got 10 document. The requirement "ill torally create  a 


11 fhat. 1 1  backstop on cleaning up the m o s t  polluced waters in 


12 I also wanted to atace inat we support the 12 Calitornla. 


13 bulk of EPk's commenrs Chat Were given last week as 1 3  he averall result of inis requirement will be 

18 well. we were very happy LO see that we see eye to eye l a  that ware= bodies exhibiting the norr severe impact such 


li with them on m o s t  of the  issues and concerns t h a t  they 15 as  roxicicy, adverse biological iesponee. snd 


16 had on the listing and delisting process as Well. 16 deqrad~tionof bioiogical population communities w i n  be 


17 Our goal irL Hedl The Bay is to see mare 17 difliCUlL, if not absolutely impossible. Lo lift because 


1 8  ~ ~ r ~ a i n i y  18 t h e  pollutants that i re  cauping these impiicrs must be
in the listing and dellsting process, which 

19 could be obtained Lhrouqh a more rigorous an& better 19 identified. ~ n das  we all know, it's not that easy t o  


20 document iisring process. ~ n dwe believe t h a t  m e  2 0  do chat. I" addition, water bodies already listed for 


2 1  state.. effort t o  dare is definitely a start to move in 21  Lhir may be delisted, which is a major concern. 

22 that direction, but n o t  even close t o  vnere we nee* to 22 This cause and effect lint typically cannot be 


23 go Lo adequately protect wafer quality in the State o t  23 established through simple or standardized tests. 


24 California 26 Instead, special stu*ie. are required. The listing 


2 5  I an, going t o  g o  o v e r  some of the top l s s u e s  2 5  p o l i c y  is shitiinq the burden o t  errablishinq absolute 
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t h a t  our arg&nization has.  BUT like I said, ir'o noc a 1 cause Lo m e  s t a t e  Regional Boards. 

complete list in that one of our concerns is that all 2 The end result of this policy will be t h a t  


Lao afcen the current approach r e o v l C P  in sort ot an 3 water bodies rnovn to nave exceed numeric standards 


approach at when in doubt, take it our, or don't lirL through chemical analysis w i n  be easier t o  list than 


the water body at all. 5 chore varer bodies that are exhibiting more severe 


And one example char I heard, char chis is 6 impacts. which are ofren caused by low levels of 


much better thin a watch list approach, which "ill nevei 7 multiple polluianL*. 


lead to a cleanup, I c a n ' t  imagine any approash where B *he trend at the federal l e v e l  an regulation 


anything on a watch list would actually q e t  cleaned up. 9 and research is LO focus on biuioqical effects  and 


looking at the =t&Listical approach t h a t  was 10 impacts, because the whole point is to pracecr our v a r e r  


"red to list, we believe this need. Lo be modified. The 11 resources, yet this listing policy is leading california 

current approach "ill be failure to list impaiied water 12 I" the exact  oppoeire direction. 


bodies. We understand there needs to be a mechanism 13 One thing, I think, that's very critical to 

Chat allows for uncertainty and "arlabllity an* error. I I point out is t ha t  this exacr bebare bar occurred for the 


~ n ernree l e v e l s  of safety margins built in r a  15 last 25 years on the whole 3 0 1 i h )  waiver issue, and that 

ensure clean waters are not listed is the appro'ch 16 argument made by me dischargers ha. lost rime and t i m e  

Lhrough the binomial approach. ~ n dwhat you see is -- n again where if there is impairment, then you m u s t  indeed 


the result is ~verconpensaLion t h a t  will lead Lo a 18 upgrade your facilities. That is what you have seen in 


failure to 1i.L truly impaired w a t e r s .  19 3 0 1 i h ) .  and chat has worked quire well, 1 think, for the 

So, for example, you have l o  percent aliowable 20 State O t  Cdlifocnia. 


exeedance plus a confidence variable of 90 percent plus 21 on m e  third major point, delisting policy 

a null hypothesis that starts with the assumption that 2 2  m u s t  establish basic minimum requirements as provided 


the water is clean. so you're building on chis l e v e l  of 23  far in the liPting policy and m u s t  provide much more 

uncertainty with the end r e s u l t  being less water quality 2 +  CerLainLy than there is today.  S O  we recommend a policy 

protection. 2 5  clearly that includes The following: 
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1 so the overall r e s u l t ,  if you stact rnern 1 R minimum Of three years or more new daLa m u s t  


2 toge~hel-,the safety margin, LO protect against listing 2 be used in the evaluaCion for delisting; 

3 clean waters, is allowing them more than a 10 percent 3 D ~ L *m u s t  be representing conditions that 

I exeedance rate. Instead, as high as a 30 percent I occurred in Lhe waiter body during the sample perlob; 

i exee*ance rare is ailawed on -- and even With a very TO be represented. the ronoving m u s t  be 

6 robust sample size of 1 0 0 ,  the allowable exeeaance rare 6 conridere*: sampling frequency, temple of distribution 

7 is 6 5  hiqh a0 15 percent. 90 that is a major problem. 7 of Earnplee. an* more. 

8 we strongly urge the ~ o a r dr a  correct this 8 criricii1 condirianr -- Chis ir very 

9 problem. and toremost, if the binomial approacn m u s t  be sampled, an6 rnis includes a~ i r s ~  9 impor~ant--

10 is used, me setup, rhe model should be changed t o  representative number of wet weather sampler during 
11 ensure the poilute* waters a r e  listed. I" otnel. words. 11 varying l e v e l s  of s t o r m  duration intently. YOU 

12 flip the null hypothesis t o  ensure with a confidence 12 imagine an approach that doesn' t  look ar critical 
13 limit that  the water body is clean before deciding not 13 conditions t ha t  would lead you to the wrong outcome. 

14 LO list, not the ocher WAY around as  it is rigm now. 14 Also, the policy related t o  small sample sire 
15 Another alternative ~ n a rmight be looked ar is m u s t  be modified as w e l l .  he number of samples Lnat 
16 t o  consider using a simpler approach chat doesnlr a ~ s u m e  16 exceed a standard rnresnom tor small .ire is 
17 a 10 percent exeedance rate in order fa counter for 17 aCCepLable, and in m a s t  cares 2 5 ,  3 0  percent. This will 
18 variability, uncertainty, and error. 18 resuit in a failure fa list many impaired water bodies. 
19 ~ a rexample, a simple T test in which me 1 9  So our recommendation in this particular case 
20 amino samples compared CO Lhe standard With a certain is besr pratesslonal judgment, You must consider the 
21 confxdense limit can  be used and would account far 2 1  number of exeedances and exeedance r a t e s .  I* there are 
22 variability, unceria*ncy, and error. 22 only three samples but all three exceed, men indeed 
23 and the sorts of questions that would be asked 23 fhat should be listed. ~ l s o ,the magnitude of  these 
24 in chat statistical approach is did =his group of 26 exeedances and the severity o t  the measure you are  
25 samples exceed the standard with x confidence? o r  actually evaluating, toxicity versus a potential 
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1 pollutant. 1 Jahagirdar. I work with Environment California, and I 
2 So one example, of courre. 1s a fish kill. if 2 would j u s t  like LO take a few minutes LO focus an 

3 there is a fish kill and it occurs, obviously that's the 3 of the real world impacts of this proposed guidance 
I sort - and it occurs an a periodic basis -- that's the policy. 1 will focus on a lor of the technicel issues, 

5 s o r t  of water  body that should be listed, even if there 5 but I want to just bring it down to a concrete level end 
6 are small sample sires. 6 talk about specific waterways that we believe are in 
7 R I I  right. since we do spend a loc of time on 7 danqer of dropping off the 303161 list if this process 
B Lhe area  of bacteria, we do want t o  talk a little bit on 8 goes forward. 

9 the delisting policy for bacteria in water. and the key 9 so the questions that I would like to ask are 

10 thing here is realiy the reference approach needs to 10 wnar types or waterways would never have been listed in 
11 apply to both listing and delis~ing. here is il big 11 the r i r r t  place it this policy were to be adopted as it 
12 problem with che existing language that's inconsistent. 12 is today? 

13 For example, l e t ' s  say a beach is monitored 13 And the second question is what types of 
14 dally during m e  hB4ll rime frame for six months. 1 Q  WaLerWays Will drop o T T  the lioi if this current 
15 ApproximaLely 180 samples would be collected. According 15 criteria is vpplied to w a t e r w a y s  that are  already on the 
16 t o  able 4.1, 12 samples could exceed on the standards, 16 303161 list? 
17 vnicn means 12 poriinga o r  12 closuiee, ye= the w a t e r  17 And the answer to thore questions is that m e  
18 body could be delirred. 18 impact will be t h a t  real waterways char are part of 

19 ~ n e n ,bared on me listing provisions, it 19 cammunirie~~ n a care part of the fabric of chis =rate 
20 would immedistely be listed again foi sanra ~ o n i c abay 20 i h a L  people fish in, s r l m  in, an6 reply upon to escape 

21  beaches where me rererense location requirement ie zero 2 1  the hustle and bustle o t  their daily lives v i ~ i  be 

22 days. so it just doesn't make sense. he key thing 22 cleaned up. 

23 here is that you need t o  be conriatenr in only having a 23 ~ n drpecirica~~yI would like r o  talk about a 
24 reference-bassd approach on listing in this particular 21 tev  examples. he first is sari xntonio creek. ~~d 

25 circumerance. ~ n dit you ccln'r use the approach. m e  25 san ~ntoniocreek is a s m e l l  little waterway that runs 
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1 one thrr v r s  given, the arbitrary 10 percent and 1 through the center Of oja i  in ventvra county, and i r , s  a 

2 4 percent. is based on dara tor a five-week period. So 2 beauritul cree*. There is a par* around it in ojai 

3 if.. cerL*inly not enough to m a t e  a regulatory decision. 3 itself, and then as  it exits the city, it run. into 

4 ~ n drnen lastly. because I know I have qone I agricu~turalland where it runs through orchard. oe 
5 way t o o  long, is t h a t  if there ir an enforcement 5 avac&do t r e e s  and orange trees, and it's seen as  central 

6 praqivm, m e n  the polluian~c a n ' t  be listed on the 6 ta the identity of this parr of venrura county $0 much 

7 303161 list. 50 rhai'r rhroughauL the document. and 1 90 that the venturs scream ~ e a madopted cnis creek as  a 

8 it's very ,  v e r y  confusing in a lot of places. instead, 8 waterway that they want to go ahead and protest. 

9 i t  gets put on the entorcement list. 9 ~ n dthey vanred ro  protect it not only far its 
10 And there are rpecific examples that calk 10 aeechetic va lue  and as a place of refuqe far the 

11 a b o u t i r a s h  that are m o s t  troubling, as anything else. 11 communlry, but also because it's home to the unarmored 

12 If you have local anti-lirLcrinq ordinances, for  12 three spike SLicklebaCX, which is an endangered species 

13 oxamplc, one can interpret Lnar rnere is no way that 13 that w a s  put an the federal endangered species list in 

14 body would be 30316) listed, regardless of whether or 1 4  1 9 1 0 .  

15 nor there is severe water  quaiity impairment. li ~ n dso rnrougn the testing that the ventura 

16 and to even take  a step Curther. there would 16 Srreun Team did, they were able to identify nitrate a s  a 

17 be no listing if there is any nechvlnisn for enforcement. 17 con~aminantin the waterway. knd what nitrate doer 

18 So, tor example, if you have an MS-4 permit that 18 is -- it's a product of -- it ends up in waterways 

19 requires cleaning and street sveepinq, since that ir in 19 nosriy through runoff from agricultural lands. 
20 enforceable program and you have t h a t  NT9 permit for 20 And "hen if's in water, what it does ir it 

21 that, this would ensure that no urban receiving water. 21 encaur&pes the growth of algae. and when you have lots 

22 would get listed for trash. clearly, this can ' t  be the 22 o t  alqae growing in a waterway, you have a lot of 
23 inrenr of the State Wacer Resources C o n t r o l  Board in why 23 bacteria that feed on the algae which then suck out the 

24 you have strongly upheld the trash TMDL impact at times. 24 oxygen from the waterway. Rnd so in e r t e c L  what you do 
25 Rnd honestly. trash is a major, major impairment issue. 25 when you nave a lo^ of nitrate in a waterway is 
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And then an spacial and cempara1 guidelines, i sutrocate m e  vildrire that are actually present in the 
me current ones are completely naneeneical. ~ i g n ~now 2 va~ervayand threatin species like the unarmored three 
it says if you have two sampler that are collected 

Withi" 200 meter3 at each ather, ic would be considered 
3 spike stictiebac*. 

* 50 nitrate is a huge problem, and Lhe venrura 
the same erar ion .  ~ n dthis is really nor piorecrive. i stream ~ e a midentified t h a t  nitrate war a in 
It you loo* ac Lhe example of beashes "here you nave a 6 much greater than 10 percenc of the rnrernold that were 
storm drain and then 200 meters away you have open 7 arigina~~yput on the list. I" fact, rney found that  
beach, an* 11 you combine those Lagether, basically you 8 4 o u t  of 23 samples demonstrated e l e v a t e d  levelrof 

would bs a h m i n a t i n g  many of the violations right in 9 nitrdte above water quality standards.  
front of Lhe flovinq storm drain and the sctual 10 UnfortUndtely, however -- and Lhe Lor RngeleP 
pollution source .  11 ~egional ~ a c e i  oualicy ~ o a r dacted upon chip data and 

The other Lhinq is that most MPDS permit 12 consequently put this waterway on the list. 
programs are set up where you have the a u c f a l l  an* 13 Unforrunacely, with t h i s  current policy, you would now 

you're looking a t  waLer quality impact ae well a s  the 1 l  need 5 of the 23 samples to have listeb Lnis waterway in 
0"LtAll an* below t h e  outfall. And if you were fa 15 the first place. So San antonio Creek is the type of 
combine rhore roqerner, rnar just "dXe. "0 sense. I 6  vareruay that we may see never put on a list in the 

And the same rare Of approach accvre tar 17 future or may be threatened i f  m e  suggestion tram the 
spatrvi distribution where if you collected sampler 18 earlier speaterr are taken to reevaluate the list 

" i t h i "  the mame week basically they "ere raying -- 19 immediately and rake out waterway= that don ' t  m e e t  the 

samblne them then you can imagine for scorn water now -- 20 policy. 
ridiculou. that would be an* tor berth water quality how 21 he second waterway I would like to h i g h l i g h t  
silly Lbat  would be as "ell. 22 is the 3an Gabriel River, its listing far zinc. The 

Wlth Lhdt  I would like ca pass i L  forward fa 2 3  5an Gabriel River runs through East Los Rnpeles. Illr 

SUIaLll.3 fro," Environment california. Thank you. 21 one of the few common threads t ha t  we have of this 
MS. Jll l lACIRDAR: Thank Y O U .  ny name is Sujdihd 21 massive sprawling county t h a t  6ctually ties together 
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1 dozens and dorens of cities and comuniries. 
2 and the San Gabriel Kiver, unlike the I z wirn m e  comments. I 
3 ~ o e~ngeies River, actually is aesthetically and 3 MR. WILSON: man* you, ny name is R I C ~wilson. i 

4 C"1c"rally a resource because it hasn't been completely 4 am the coastal management coorainator with the suirridei 

5 ~h~~nelired. you a lor a t  >ouneaiion national headquarters in san clernente.so soet bottom areas of this 

6 waterway already, and W e  have seen a maselve -- in 6 surfrider bel ieves  rnat the propasea policy is 


7 a massive movement co revirslize the river 7 n o t  conri9tent With the use o t  the precautionary 


8 even mare. E principle. In fact, it's a l m o s t  m e  reverse. As was 


9 so a t  the federal level you -- congiessuoman 9 s t a t e d  before, it seems like the way char it's worded in 


10 Hilda Felice ,pho"eri.l just got a law passed that would 10 several places is fa when in doubt, throw out the data. 


11 study the river for the possiblliry of it becoming a 11 You know, when in doubt, don't list or delist. And it 


12 national par^. ~ n dalso, various communities are going 12 also seems r o  encourage nor testing, airchargers not 


13 forward with IniLiaLlve~ Lo put pockst parks alonq the 13 resting. ~ecauoeif they don't nave enough data, the 


14 river with tne ulrimace visian bolng LO create a 14 criteria and the policy won't allav a waterway to be 

15 greenway throughour m e  entire reqion of ~ o s~ n q e l e s  15 list*&, ox it would cause a varervay to be delisted. 


16 around this vateruay. 16 specifically, one of the inermces that we're 


I7 and so again, because it's such a community 17 concerned about is che requirement for five exceedancer 


18 resource, vo>unLeerS vent ahead and sampled the waterway 18 to list a water body, and we believe there a r e  several 


1 9  for contamin&tion and found elevated levels of Zinc. 19 instances when the existing data, even though i t ' s  not a 


20 hey found 4 out of 26 samples contained rinc at 20 lot of data, c l e a r l y  indicates rnat there is a pramem, 


21 dangerous l e v e l = .  2nd zinc is a toxin. r c  poisons 21 and the water body would nor be listed. 


22 aquatic vimiife. 22 m e r e  are places where m e  data -- there are  


23 -4, unforlunaLely. Lhouqh, under this 23 literally 100 percent of the bat.%, three a c  Lour 


2+ particular -- under the propasea guidance policy, you 24 BMlples, show exeebances and the water body would not Lie 

25 would need six =ample= Of rinc exeedanses to m e e t  the 25 listed. It doer nor allow t o r  vhac Mark cold referred 
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1 reqUiremenre of the binomial approach. 30 again, ve 1 ra as best professional judgment ro be used in listing 
2 have an example of a wsteruay that la clearly 2 such water bodies. 

3 contaminated, has a iOL Of comunity inves""ent, yet it 3 JYSC one example at a warer body that mignL be 

would never nave been put on the list to get cleaned up the care is Dana Point Harbor. Dana Paint Harbor is 

5 in the first place and is in danger or falling off the currenriy listed tor copper, but w e r e  is very l i m i t e d  

6 list if Lhe SuggesLed revieions are implemented. 6 data. 

~ n dthen finany, the last waterway I would 7 However, it'% cieilr to us -- and I thin* 
B like co highlight -- and I would like to also emphasize 8 anybody who looks at the .iiuatian and there i. a rearon 

9 chat these =re just poster children t h a t  we were able t o  9 that i t ' s  reaoonabie to be lioted, i t ' s  very well known 

lo pull out from jurc a quic* perusal of the list. I don't 10 rnar copper is a major problem causing contamination in 
11 pretend t o  be a recnie. we believe that m e r e  are 11 harbors and marinas. so to nor list ~ a n aPoint~ n d  

12 dolens an* dozens an* dozens of more *&Lerways m a r  are 12 Harbor t o r  coppel- "auld not make sense. I L  would not be 

13 11trisk, but I thought it uae important Lo hiqhlignr 13 consistent with the precautionary principle, and it 
ir what we were able to pull out just by a cursory glance. 14 would not be consistent viin b e s t  professional judqnent. 
15 And the third an* rinai waterway that I'd like 15 The only other coment 1 wanted t o  make had to 
16 to talk about is Coyote Creek, and coyote Creek for me 16 do with the toxicity. We are  stronqly in favor Of 
17 anyway, when I u l s  lookinq i l L  these waiervays - and 17 keeping ihe requirement to llrL bodies due to toxicity 
1 8  i t ' s  as much an issue of protecting speciric wildlife 18 resting exeeaances, even in cares "here a polluranL is 
1 9  and habitat, but it'. more an issue of the community and 19 not identified. 
20 the resources that it has invested in chis waterway. 20 There are clearly case3 "here there are fieh 
21 coyote creek runs in the northern part of 21 deals unere there are nigh norrarity and toxicity 
22 orange caunry, an* it'. a m a j a r  part at the local 22 teriinq vhere there is a problem with a water body and 

23 economic tabrlc. It acCually supplies w a t e r  and is part 23 it should be rested. ha^ doesn't  preclude, and it 
21 or the aermetic environment or one of the m o s t  famous Z i l  should include additional resting r o  identify the 

25 golf courses in Southern California. It was a golf 2 5  pOliUtanL, but t h a t  doesn't mean that the hady should 
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couriie designed by ~ a c k~icklaus.and it's a major pait 1 n o t  be listed for toxicity. so we encouraqe you LO keep 
of the local economy. 2 tnac requirement in the listing procedures. 

hie facility is iaigely dependent on 3 Thank you. 
mainLaining a beauLiEul, aestheticaliy-pleasing, clean 6 MR. SILVA: Thank you. 
vaLerYay Lh.L runs through it, ."d coyote Creek *.. MS. SOLMEN: Hello. Thank you tar the opportunity 
l i s t ed  under the 2002 pracenn for selenium contamination 6 to speax with you ta**y on this important issue. My 
with 5 sampler 0 ° C  of 26 exceeding. Unfortunately. ic 7 name is canriel solmen. T an an associate attorney at 
they were under the proposed policy, you would have 8 San Diego Bayteeper, and $an Dieqo Baykeeper is a 

needed 6 samples ro list it. 9 nonprofit orqani2aiion cvmmiLLed to water quality 
so aqain, coyore creek would never have been protection Lhraughout the State. Our puzpore is to 

on chis list, and selenium would never have been 11 preserve, enhance, and protect the s t a t e ' s  caasLal 
identified a. a problem, and you would have a .e1enium 12 estuaries, wetlands, bays, and ocher waterways from 
Contaminated waterway running through one of the 13 illegal dumpinq, toxic discharges, and habicar 
region,. mast tarnous golf coursee. 14 degradation. 

so in "losinq, I would just liXe to emphasize ~ n da+ a %an nieqa iesidehr an& a clean water 
that when we're talking about Chis policy, "hat we I6 advacafe. I an concerned chis draft  guidance. We 
really are calking about are very concrete waterways 17 have worked haid through San Diego Baykeeper La work 
that are in jeopardy of falling off tne 303141 list. 18 with regoletars and the camunity co identity these 
and *ha? this medns is a very real impact to comunir ier  19 impaired xaters. an& ve are making great strides through 
an* Lo the local economy. an* 1 would urge you Lo loo* =he TMDL programs to clean up there areas .  
With great  care a t  Lhe suggestions of my colleaques in 21 and my concern, like inole before me, is that 
making your final determinarians. ThanXs. 22 Some of these current waters would not have been listed 

MR. SILVR: Thank yon. 23 under this dram policy. Rnd I will j u s L  give you a few 
And 1 would request that you Keep it c l o s e r  Lo 24 exdmples fronl ~egion9 ioi that .  

five minutes. M O ~ Lof you have been going about ten one, ar w e  nave just mentioned. oana paint 
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1 "arbor is listed far  copper. and the problem there is 1 section 3.1.11, and I begin to try to use this as  the 

2 chat the sampling that was done was done during a storm 2 way to use scientific knowledge t h a t  any scientist would 

3 e v e n t .  ~ u reven rnougn we *now that  the copper is 3 1 0 0 ~at. BYL I get io this, and it says a t  a minimum 
4 coming f rom the boat hauls and i t ' s  becoming perri.renr 4 the justification must demonsrrare, en* then I qec r a  

i in the harbor, because the samples were done during a s t h a t  meiisurernenrr can be analyzed u~ing a ecientitically 

6 storm event, they would nor be looked at tor the draft 6 defensible procedure chat provides an equivalent l eve l  
7 quidance. iind so if the source of the problem is clear 7 of confidence as  =he listing factors in Section 3.1 and 

8 and ongoing, as it is in so many harbors and marinas. 8 t e s t s  the null hypothesis that water quality standards 

9 why should the timing o r  the smpling t h a t  was done 9 are attained. 

10 prevent the harbor ftom being ll3Lede 10 Quite frankly, I didn't come here -- I cane 

11 Second is Che san Louis River, which was 11 here because 1 wasn't  testing a hypothesir, and I have 

12 listed t o r  cordite. ~ n dover four years, the river "a= 12 been precluded from using the alternative data section 

13 sampled 31 timer with 21 exeebances. which is severe. 13 because it requires me to resc a hypothesis when I have 
14 BYL under the draft gu~delines,the river would be 14 five o r  six difterent things that are telling me that 

15 clesrly listed if all of these samples were done at the 15 rh lr  wafer is impaired such as  hlqh nitrate, high 

16 sane rime. B"L sin"= rney were done over four years. 16 phosphate. nigh chlorophy~~, and there are dying fish 
17 rnree .ampies here. tour samples there, it becomes n gasping f o r  a breath. 
18 unclear whether you can accumulate over  the years. he 18 I am not in thie to rest a hypothesis. 

19 draft guidelines are silent, i can't find any clear 19 ~ a f - ~ i c ~ ~ a r l y ,I have real world examples where that 

20 guidance there. 20 c o n d i t i o n  actually e x i s t s  an6 there are tive or SIX 
21 An6 if you look just on the San LOUIS River 21 other streams where w e  have already seen those th inqs ,  

22 until the last year of the data,  four samples were 2 2  ML I am unable LO list this water  body because I am 

23 taken, and tour exceeded m e  standard. clearly 23 unable to apply the m u l t i p l e  lines of supporting 

24 something has gone on mere; but  under the draft  24 evidence. 

2 5  guidelines. the river would nor be listed. 2 5  gain, in the alternative data anaiysis. that 
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1 an* inen I Will just re11 you about 1 kind  of *emonrtration is one of the principal reasons 

2 ~ a k e~odges, which is currently listed for pollar 2 you find ~egional~ o a r d sthemselves who have to use t h i s  

3 (pnonetici  . ~ n dagain, you nave the same issue. s intormarion, raising objections about this policy. 

4 RlLhough the late has 100 percent exee*ances every time 4 mere  needs to be -- while I hear the regulator 

5 it'. measured, a t  least from '98 to 2000, it would not 5 community say they t e e 1  that thir is nebulous. I think 

6 li3Led under the draft guideiines. And the problem 6 Lnac Regional Board staff and the environmental 

7 there again is m e  sample sires are too small r a  be 7 community tee1 as though there must be room for mare 

8 counted nnder the binomial model. 5 0  even though we 8 scientific method on this ming. ~ypotherisresting is 

9 snow that rhere is a consistent problem rhere, it would 9 not the only science applied r o  water q u a l i t y .  

10 not have been l i e r e d .  10 I" anofher less technical area, we hear ralk 

11 so 1 just oxrere6 these examples as evlaence ii of lists. I inink m a t  m o s t  of us in m e  

12 Chat the d r a f t  guidance policy boesn'r  a1vays t r a c t  12 community t e e 1  as though thir d r a m  of the 

13 comma,, sense or real lice experience, and I urge you Lo 13 policy is much improved aver the previous one because 

14 remove m e  contusion and rigidity from the language in I 4  there are  lesB lists. 

15 me dratr  guidelines. hank you. 15 ~n t i i c t ,  there are two lists, one on vnicn 

16 MS. SUTLEY: I Dave a question before you step I6 larqely goes unnoticed. The Clean Water A c t  requires 

17  dove. under 3.1.11, the a l t e r n a t i v e  data evaluation, do 1 7  t h a t  you mate 3051bl list and a 303161 list. Nobody 

is you have a comment on whether that would overcome same 18 in chis roam is talking about 3051b). 3051b) is 

19 of the issue. you and some of the previous speakerr nave 19 eftectively chis planning list, thin watch list. The 

20 raised, or do you h ~ v eany comment on that section? 20 downside or trying to create each of there other lists 

2 1  MS. SOLMEN: Yeah. Absolutely. And perhaps I am 21 is that ~eqional~ o a r dstaff time has to be spent 

22 nor t h e  b e s t  pereon Lo spea* to this, and I think that 22 jumping rnrauqh administrative haape to prove a praqram 

23 other speakers can comment on this, but one thing is 23 is enforceable or  Lo establish yet more criteria. The 

2 4  char the requiremenre for the XDE are relatively 2 4  fact ir 3051b), the statewide water  quality assessment. 

2 5  unclear. And I LhinX that for some of the requiremenis, 25 13 required. 
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"a get  into problems with the binaml&l model. So I 1 ESCabliehing a planning list or a monitoring 

d 0 n . r  chin* chat it,= a complete solution. 2 list in p~~rtic~lar. W- hdve SWAMP thdZ is working 

MR. PIIRADIS: 1 am Dave Paradis. I Lnink I Will 3 oL*Le"ide. i t ' s  an amnio rnoniroring progr*," encouraged 

mangethings around a little bit and t e n  you where she 6 by the legislature to be established and so forth. That 

left ~ t t .  talk for a moment about m e  5 program has very finite resources. It can't be an amnio 

relationship berueen the binomial approach. a ane-sire 6 program and effectively cover the stare of 

r i ~ ~ - ~ l ~~lypo~nesirr e s t .  okay? science doesn't always 7 Calitarnid it it is redirected whenever someone finds a 

rely upon hypothesis tertlng Lo make decisions, QuiLe 8 problem. 

trequent1y you nee* lnulriple lines or euibence. We 9 I? m e r e  were no m~nitoringlist, you mignt 

heard one earlier that dissolved oxyqen alone was 10 more aptly title it the Section 5267 list, because it's 

inapprvpriate from making a nutrient determination. 11 the place you're guinq to get the resources to g e t  

i f  we looked a t  Table 3.1 in the sample counLE 12 the sample counts.  i don't think the discharger. would 

here,  your starewide monitoring program ie making 13 find that p l e a ~ a n t ,and I don ' t  think i t ' s  

"ondertul progress on szandardliing q*a,iry i ssurance  1 scientifically necessary to do things like collect 500 

and on rt~ndardizinpmethods tor the first Time in the IS oiimpies.for example, of nitrate in a stream, you don't 

state of calitornia, but  it does not have the resources 16 need anywhere near those sample counts to Understand 

to come anywhere near the  sample counts i n  Tablo 3.1. I7 what is qaing on in the water. 

Typically they measure sonvenLion&l wafer 18 ~n this other area that we nave heard some 

a typically taxies and m e t a l s  and 19 comments on today regarding necerairy o t  identifying the 

the like, and toxicity, if measuredat all, Lakes place 

o,,ce or Lwice * year. So normally we could Lake a year 

20 specific polluranr arrociaLed With toxicity. I can 

11 appiecrace some or the regulared community's concerns 

of rampling, have a teu monrns ot having nitrate, hiqn 22 because i , ?*L  specitic poliutanr may have ecanomic 

pilosphace, high cblarophyll, load me up, I may never 23 consequences tor me". ~ u cthere is another srde o t  the 

m e e t  riles" sampling requlremenls. 21  ‘air, and thir policy m u s t  work on 1 statewide level. 

SO I go over 10 Lh* next procedure, which is 25 I have been working on the RG waiver program 
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1 ~f not, I want LO man* everybody for coming here. I 


2 realize - I have heen on this tor a while, and I have 


3 10 tell you we're back to the same issues, the issue of 

I haw many lists we have and the methodologies or now you 

5 get on and Off the list. I t  has been .long haul, an* 

6 Ye Will see what the conunents say and what the Board's 


7 pleasure io in terms of a l l  of these very tauqn issues. 

8 and to be honest with you, we're not going t o  


9 make everybody happy. we know mar. we are just going 

10 Lo try Lo do the best Char we can. 

l i  And I thin* Nancy has eomething to say.  


12 ns. SUTLEY: we look forward ro your vrirren 

13 comments, and be as  specific as you can be. That would 


lii be helprul. 

15 MR. SIIVA: m a n *  you very much far attending. and 


16 once again, you have until the 18th for written 

17 c o m e n r s .  


18 [The proceedings were concluded a t  12:20  p.m.) 
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